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ABSTRACT
Barrel Support Fabrication and Arcing Reduction in Railguns
Eric Venenga

Collisions with orbital debris present risks to spacecraft and astronauts. Orbital
debris is capable of generating hypervelocity impacts, which can generate system
threatening damage. In order to protect assets a means of defending against these
types of impacts must be developed. In order to evaluate these methods prior to
launch, ground based testing systems must also be developed.
Cal Poly’s Electromagnetic Railgun program began in 2011 with the idea of creating
a system capable generating hypervelocity impacts in a laboratory setting. Due to
a loss of efficiency due to arcing in the barrel and a lack of side supports capable
of withstanding fires at maximum voltages the system is not currently capable of
accelerating projectiles to the design velocity of 3.5 km/s. Work is undertaken to
correct reduce arcing in the barrel and develop side supports capable of withstanding
maximum loading. Investigations were taken to evaluate if 4226 Super Corona Dope is
an e↵ective insulator to reduce arcing in a railgun barrel. Additional work was done
to design, fabricate, and test primary structural support members for the railgun
barrel. 4226 Super Corona Dope was tested as an insulator, both by itself and in
conjunction with polyimide tape. An insulation method using 4226 Super Corona
Dope and polyimide tape was used for tests at 5 and 7 kV, producing results that
outperformed simulations. Best testing results outperformed current models. The
redesigned structural members warped during a dry fire, leading to the development
of a new loading condition to be used during all future analysis. New designs are
proposed. The original and newly proposed designs are analyzed under both load
cases. Overall system improvements are suggested.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Hypervelocity Impacts and the Need for Mitigation

The safe operation of space based missions, both satellites and crewed, are dependant
on withstanding impacts from micrometeoroid and orbital debris (MMOD). MMOD
is comprised of meteoroids in orbit around the sun, and orbital debris in orbit around
Earth [1]. Orbital debris is human-made material that has been launched in to space.
MMOD is capable of traveling at hypervelocity, which is defined as speeds of 3 km/s
or greater [2]. At hypervelocity the pressure generated by impact exceeds the local
strength of the material where the yield strength of the material may be neglected [2].
Hypervelocity impacts happen in both geosynchronous orbit, where relative velocities
are 2-3 km/s, and Low Earth Orbit (LEO), where relative velocities exceed 10 km/s
[3].
The United States Department of Defense (USDoD) and NASA track orbital debris.
They can reliably track debris in LEO larger than 10 cm with the USDoD’s Space
Surveillance Network, while debris smaller than that is generally too small to track
with current technology [1]. Spacecraft operators are notified when there is a chance
that their spacecraft is going to collide with MMOD. Not all spacecrafts are capable of
moving out of the path of MMOD. Some spacecraft, such as the International Space
Station, need shielding systems to protect the crew and spacecraft from MMOD [4].
To better simulate the orbital environment that shielding will be deployed in, testing
facilities have been developed that are capable of launching MMOD at hypervelocity.

1

Two laboratory based systems capable of launching projectiles less than 10 cm in
diameter at hypervelocity are light gas guns and electromagnetic guns.
Light gas guns use compressible light gas with low molecular weights behind a burst
disk to accelerate projectiles to hypervelocity [5]. The light gas is compressed by a
piston that is driven by combustion behind the piston. Once the light gas reaches
design pressure the burst disk ruptures, accelerating the sabot carrying the desired
projectile [5]. The sabot is separated from the projectile by a stripper plate, leaving
the projectile to impact with the test article. The gas based set up with a burst
disk creates tests with high repeatability. The use of a sabot allows for the projectile
to be made of many di↵erent kinds of material to better mimic the orbital debris
present in space. There are safety concerns associated with light gas guns as use
of controlled combustion and resulting operational pressures both present a risk of
structural failures during pressurized operations [6].

1.2

Hypervelocity Research

NASA’s White Sands Test Facility is the primary hypervelocity testing facility for
NASA, the US Department of Defense, and various other government agencies and
private companies [7]. The facility houses one 1.0 caliber, one .50 caliber, and two .17
caliber light gas guns. Projectiles between the sizes of 0.05-3.6 mm can be launched
between 1.5-8.5 km/s depending on which light gas guns are being used [7]. These
light gas guns are meant to assist in the development and qualification of materials
and components designed to withstand hypervelocity impacts. The light gas guns are
capable of generating velocities of 8.4 km/s [7].
Another light gas gun system that is used for hypervelocity material testing was
developed by Japan’s Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) and is
2

currently operated by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) [8]. This
system is a 21 m long, two stage light gas gun capable of accelerating spherical
projectiles with diameters of 0.2-1 mm to velocities of 2-15 km/s [8]. A standard
performance projectile firing for the system accelerates a 0.2 g projectile to a velocity
of 7 km/s [9]. Similar to the light gas guns present at NASA’s White Sands facility,
this light gas gun is also housed in a facility that has been built to house it.
Various universities have built and tested light gas guns to be used for material
testing. The university of Dayton operates two two-stage light gas guns that can
launch di↵erent projectile shapes such as spheres, discs, rods, and cubes [10]. These
light gas guns o↵er the ability to design and evaluate orbital debris shielding, the
lethality or survivability of theater missile defense systems, and characterize kinetic
energy penetrator performance [10]. One of the light gas guns can also be converted
to a three-stage light gas gun capable of launching spherical projectiles to over 10
km/sec for MMOD impact testing [10]. The University of Kent is capable of firing
single projectiles between 0.1 mm and 3.0 mm in diameter, or 1 micron to 400 microns
diameter bodies in buck-shot style firings [11]. The projectiles can be launched at 0.3
to 7.5 km/s [11].
Although they have been used in other academic settings, light gas guns can not
be used at Cal Poly due the combustion of gases, high pressures used to accelerate
projectiles, and the large amount of space required for the gun. Light gas guns require
large, committed testing facilities which Cal Poly does not have. All existing facilities
on campus do not have the required floor space to hold a light gas gun.
Electromagnetic guns, better known as railguns due to their design, provide an alternate method for generating hypervelocity impacts and have been used in various
academic settings. The University of Texas, Austin started developing railguns in
1979 and have been conducting testing on various railguns since 1990 [12]. Parti3

cles of 50-500 µm in diameter have been accelerated up to 11 km/s to determine
the e↵ect of micrometeorite impacs on material used in space application [12]. 2.5
kg packages have been launched to 2.6 km/s for ballistic testing. Research at the
University of Texas has since shifted to developing high density energy storage and
power distributions systems that would allow for weaponized railguns to be fitted on
ships [13].
The Navy Postgraduate School in Monterey, California had also been active in railgun
research, although with the intention of developing a weaponized system [14]. Regardless of application, the research published by both the University of Texas and the
Navy Postgraduate School provides background information that can be referenced
in the development of railguns.
The Cal Poly railgun project is focused on developing a system capable of performing
debris research, something no longer done by the other two programs. The railgun in
development at Cal Poly uses a square bore with an aluminum projectile, and o↵ers
a 44 inch long barrel.
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Chapter 2
RAILGUN ENGINEERING

2.1

Railgun Theory

Railguns utilize the Lorentz Force to accelerate a current carrying armature along
two parallel contact rails. This system, including current carrying path, magnetic
field, and resultant force are shown in Fig. 2.1 [15].

Figure 2.1: Railgun Diagram, Including Operating Principal [15]
Magnetic fields are induced around a the conducting rails in accordance with BiotSavart Law, Eq. 2.1.

dB =

µ0 Idl ⇥ r̂
4⇡ r2

(2.1)

Eq. 2.1 represents an ideal wire, considered infinitely thin. B is the magnetic strength
at point r, in Teslas, where µ0 is the permeability constant, in Tesla-meters per
amp, and I is the constant current, in amps. This equation is always true, but each
parameter changes depending on armature velocity or the armature width within the
barrel. Due to these changes, an equation using a single time or displacement varying
parameter has been developed.
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Building on Eq. 2.1, the current passing through the armature must be orthogonal
to the magnetic field. This allows for the use of the Lorentz Force to accelerate the
armature, Eq. 2.2,

F = q0 (E + vb ⇥ B),

(2.2)

where F is the resulting force, in Newtons, q0 is the total charge, in Coloumbs, E
is the electric charge, and vb is the drift velocity, in meters per second. While Eq.
2.1 is always valid, each parameter changes during a railgun firing due to changes in
the velocity and position of the armature while still inside of the barrel. Due to this
complexity it is useful to develop an equation that represents force on the armature
in terms of only time or displacement. To do this, Eq. Eq. 2.1 must be integrated
with respect to the total length of the rails in the railgun system, and a variable to
represent rail spacing, w, must be introduced [16]. When substituted in to Eq. 2.2,
an expression to determine the force on railgun armature due to I is obtained, shown
as Eq. 2.3 [16].

F=

µ0 I 2
w
ln(1 + )
2⇡
r

(2.3)

An investigation of Eq. 2.3 shows that the variable parameter that a↵ects force
experienced by the armature in railguns is the current, I. This leads to the conclusion
that the only way to increase instantaneous force on the armature is to increase the
instantaneous current.
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2.2

2.2.1

Railgun Development at Cal Poly

Initial Design: Mk. 1, Mk. 1.1

E↵orts to establish a railgun on Cal Poly’s campus started in 2011, with the initial
design being designated Mk. 1. The Mk. 1 design was built to demonstrate small
scale railgun capabilities while the Mk. 1.1 design aimed to improve overall system
efficiency. The Mk. 1 system used a Pulse Forming Network to deliver the current
pulse to a 36 inch long barrel. A burst of compressed nitrogen was used to initiate
projectile motion. The system was tested and consistently produced muzzle velocities
of 450 m/s using a monolithic projectile [17].
The Mk. 1 system su↵ered from low efficiencies, limiting the amount of current
transmitted in to the projectile which translated to limited velocity. This lack of
efficiency was due to contact resistance, which manifests as arc damage and plasma
generation [17]. Various changes were made to the Mk. 1 system in order to fix the
low efficiency, which manifested in the Mk. 1.1 design. The most notable change
between the two designs was the introduction of interference fit projectiles with the
intention of creating consistent bore contact. Through testing it was determined
that the interference fit of the projectiles severely limited the output current of the
Mk. 1.1 capacitor bank which decreased projectile force [17]. All further testing was
abandoned at risk of further damaging hardware and a new design was developed,
the Mk. 2.

2.2.2

Mk. 2

The Mk. 2 railgun was developed and built by a team of students led by J. Maniglia,
and o↵ers several improvements over the both the Mk. 1 and Mk. 1.1 design [17].
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The usable length of the barrel was increased from 36 to 44 inches and redesigned
to interface with a capacitor bank donated by the Naval Postgraduate School that
is capable of delivering a 60 kJ pulse, greater than the 16 kJ maximum pulse that
the Mk. 1.1 capacitor bank was capable of delivering. An improvement to the Mk.
2 system was the inclusion of multiple sets of copper rails in order to intensify the
magnetic field inside of the bore. This design upgrade makes the Mk. 2 system an
augmented railgun. Analytical and empirical models were been developed to simulate
the performance of the Mk. 2 system [17]. Testing on the Mk. 2 system is ongoing.
The design goal of the system is to generate muzzle velocities of up to 2 km/s for
a full power shot, but current testing has achieved a maximum muzzle velocity of 1
km/s utilizing a charge of 8 kV [18].

2.3

2.3.1

Mk. 2 Challenges

Projectile Design

J. Maniglia had theorized a three piece projectile design would improve system performance but the projectile was prone to fragmentation in the barrel during firing.
P. Gilles designed a new monolithic, reduced chevron shaped projectile which can be
seen in Fig. 2.2 [17] [18].
The reduced chevron projectiles weigh slightly above three grams with a variance of ±
0.05 g. The reduced chevron uses the Lorentz Force outlined in Eq. 1.2 to accelerate.
This improves contact between contact rails and the projectile for the full duration
of the current pulse. The current path can be seen below, in Fig. 2.3.
A small draft angle was designed in to the contact arms in order to take advantage
of the Lorentz Force by providing a static spring force on the contacts, causing the
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Figure 2.2: Reduced Chevron Projectile [18]

Figure 2.3: Current path for reduced chevron projectile. Result forces are
those on projectile material.
contact arms to spread out and contact the contact rails. This improved contact
prior to the start of current flow through the projectile and before a magnetic field is
established in the barrel.
Silver paste was also applied to the projectile contact arms to further improve contact
during firing. It does this by providing a liquid medium between the contact rails
and armature, allowing motion to begin prior to the contacts arms beginning to melt.
Through testing it was determined at 800 m/s the interface between the copper rails
and the aluminum projectile became molten aluminum due to friction and further
9

improved contact [18]. During the firing process it is possible that rail material can
be removed during the test firing process, as seen in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Aluminum deposition and copper ablation from previous Mk.
2 testing.
Inadequate projectile contact at the start of the current pulse results in areas of
high current density which can melt both the copper rails and aluminum projectile.
The current density with change depending on the source voltage used for the firing.
Although the deposited aluminum can be sanded o↵ of the contact rails, the high
amount of material loss results in an earlier loss of contact along the copper rails.
The ablated copper represents a problem as it cannot be replaced, limiting the life of
the contact rails.
This problem has been solved through the application of a solid, electroless silver
powder on the contact rails along the projectile path, as can be seen in Fig. 2.5.
Silver powder provides a secondary contact surface over the copper contact rails, while
also resisting oxidation. Silver paste provides a liquid interface that is theorized to
decrease friction between the projectile and the contact rails as the application of silver
paste to contact surfaces has been found to reduce wear [19]. The silver powder works
10

in conjunction with the silver paste on the armature to reduce mechanical friction at
the start of firing while also increasing the contact area between the components.

Figure 2.5: Silver powder applied to armature path on copper contact
rails.

2.3.2

Arcing

Another issue with the Mk. 2 is consistent arcing present throughout the barrel assembly. Arcing can be a cause of damage to all components in the barrel, necessitating
their replacement. A key area of concern is the spacing between the augmentation
rails, where the clearance between rails is greater than 2 mm and a fully powered
railgun firing produces a 9 kV potential between all rails. The spacing between the
augmentation rails is constrained by the length of the copper bars used to connect all
of the rails together. Various insulation schemes using DuPont KaptonTM tape have
been applied with the goal to prevent arcing inside of the barrel. Previous schemes
have seen arcing at potentials as low as 4 kV with arc damage occurring at seams in
the insulation.
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A new scheme has been developed to improve contact in order to reduce arcing. Silver
paste is applied at contact points between the rail to bar interfaces in order to reduce
current density while KaptonTM tape is applied to all other surfaces with a minimum
thickness of 10 mils at all locations.

2.3.3

Barrel Supports

After observing fracture lines in the initial Mk. 2 barrel support following a 5 kV
firing, a new iteration was designed by J. Maniglia that used a T-shaped cross section
[17]. The T-shaped supports were made by bonding two o↵ the shelf L-shaped sections
together. During a test on June 20, 2019 the support failed during an 8 kV charged
shot, the result of which can be seen in Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Failure at end of T-shaped support from 8 kV shot.

Although cracking had been seen after previous test fires, the cracks were assumed to
be from production or post processing of the support as the brackets had been bonded
to each other and then cut to final length. Because the support materials are o↵ the
shelf their production method is unknown, but it can be assumed that the supports
12

are pultruded [18]. This production method uses continuous fiber to reinforce the
parts major axis and chopped mat for sti↵ness in the minor axis. Chopped mat
fiberglass is produced by chopping a single strand of fiberglass in to strips that are
then laid on top of each other randomly before a binder is applied to hold the fibers
together. Chopped mat fiberglass with 30% E-glass has a tensile strength of 100 mPa
(14.5 ksi ) [20]. If strands of fiberglass are woven together the strength of the fiberglass
will increase. For example, woven fiberglass with 45% E-glass has a tensile strength
of 250 mPa (36.3 ksi ) [20]. With this information the decision was made to design a
side support that could be manufactured by students using woven fiberglass.
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Chapter 3
SUPPORT FABRICATION AND SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS

3.1

New Side Support Simulations and Fabrication

3.1.1

Load Simulations

During nominal operation of the Cal Poly Mk. 2 railgun current flows through three
sets of augmentation rails before reaching the contact rails, resulting in current flowing
through four pairs of rails. This process is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Diagram of the Cal Poly Mk. 2 Railgun, showing the numbered
augmentation and contact rails, shunt bolt location, and current flow.

This combination of rails generates a coil that increases the intensity of the magnetic
field in the bore of the railgun. The magnetic field generated is perpendicular to the
current path shown in Fig. 2.1. This magnetic force generated inside of the barrel
is used to accelerate the projectile during the firing process, but also pushes current
carrying rails apart from each other. In order to keep this force from tearing the barrel
assembly apart and damaging hardware, side supports are required. The magnetic
force is defined by Eq. 2.2, but can also be stated by the Maxwell stress tensor, stated
in [21]
14

Fm =

I

Tmf · nn ds

(3.1)

s

where Fm is the force in the m-direction in Newtons, Tmf is the n-component of
the m-row of the Maxwell stress tensor, and nn is normal to the n-direction of the
geometry. The surface to be integrated may be any closed surface surrounding the
object. There are currently no methods for measuring this force during the firing
process. Therefore, a modeling method must be employed to estimate the forces
present in the barrel. One such software is the Finite Element Method Magnetics
(FEMM) program, which is capable of calculating the Maxwell Stress Tensor from
user defined conditions as well as evaluating an integral for a defined path that will
calculate the force acting on the corresponding area. For the Cal Poly Mk. 2 railgun,
a current of 140 kA was chosen for analysis as it has a 12% margin over the largest
current expected during fully-augmented operation without arcing [18].
A model of the Mk. 2 rails was constructed in FEMM. A limitation of FEMM is that it
only allows two dimensional models. To accomodate this each augmentation rail was
modeled as 0.125 inches thick and 0.5 inches tall while the contact rails are modeled
as 0.25 inches thick and 0.5 inches tall. The ribs were eliminated as they are not the
primary current carrying portions of the rails. The bore of the railgun was defined
as 0.7 inches wide, and the spacing between the augmentation rails was defined 0.01
inches. The material for each rail was defined as pure copper, with all gaps between
the rails and the area surrounding the railgun barrel as air. To approximate barrel
length the rail depth was defined as 44 inches. FEMM does not model transients,
therefore the simulation needed to be modeled as an AC simulation with a frequency
of 1.5 kHz. This value was taken from previous test data, as the rising portion of the
waveform is best approximated by a quarter sine wave at 1.5 kHz [18]. If a higher
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frequency was used for these simulations a higher magnetic force would be seen. The
results of the simulation are seen in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: 140 kA simulation results, flux density plot. Integration contour is shown as a box surrounding the set of rails on the right.

The colors on Fig. 3.2 depict the flux density, with a maximum flux density of
1.174e1 Teslas present in the center of the barrel in magenta. In accordance with
Biot-Savart law the magnetic field decreases the further one moves from the rails,
with flux densities of less than 5.888e-1 shown in cyan.
In the center box on the right side of the screen, with the name Integral Results, the
results of the integration used to predict load in both the x and y directions is shown.
FEMM calculated the Maxwell stress tensor over all 44 inches of the barrel using
the user defined integration contour. This calculation showed a total force of 994
kN in the x-direction and a force of 500 N in the y-direction. Due to the di↵erence
of magnitudes the force in the Y-direction was considered negligible. This value is
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within the expected range for loading as the 5 kV dry fire that destroyed the original
Mk. 2 supports output an estimated load of 900 kN [17]. The 994 kN load was used
for further structural modeling because of the overestimate when defining the system
current as 140 kA. This loading condition was the implemented when performing FEA
on prospective side support designs.

3.1.2

Load Analysis

A 0.5 inch thick, 46 inch long, and 6.1 inch wide fiberglass board was the first design
analyzed under the loading conditions determined by FEMM. The hole pattern used
for other Mk. 2 railgun side supports was used as to not cause issues with being able
to fit bolts through the already produced bore and side spacers. This design was
chosen because the simplicity of the design would allow students to manufacture it
on the Cal Poly campus if it met the loading requirements.
All holes were defined as fixed because they are secured in place with a 0.5 inch bolt
during all railgun operations. A point load was placed every inch along the center
of the side support geometry along where the rails would be when the barrel was
assembled. All point loads were placed on the face in the negative y direction with
the force pointing in the positive y direction to depict loading as if the barrel was
underneath the side support. The total load in all point loads was equal to 994 kN.
The model being evaluated and all point loads are visible in Fig. 3.3.
For this model the material Epoxy E-Glass UD was chosen as it was a predefined
composite material in ANSYS, o↵ering parameters consistent with wet layups that
were not provided by other sources, such as orthotropic stress and strain limits,TsaiWu constants and Puck constants. In the ANSYS simulation Young’s modulus was
defined as 3.8e6 psi in the X and Z directions and 84e3 psi in the Y direction. The
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Figure 3.3: Loading conditions for FEA simulation. All point loads are
applied on underside of the underside of the part.
Poisson’s ratio was defined as 0.2 in the XY direction and 0.05 in both the XZ and
YZ directions. Failure stress was defined as 5.01e8 Pa. These values were taken from
a Department of Defense handbook of composite material properties [22]. The values
were changed as to remain consistent if simulations were conducted in a di↵erent
software. The results of this simulation is shown in Fig. 3.4, while a close up view of
the highest stress area is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 3.4: Results of the FEA simulation of redesigned barrel support.
Red indicates area of highest stress. (Top View followed by Bottom View)
The maximum Von Mises stress is 7.406e8 Pa exceeds the failure stress of 5.01e8
Pa. Stress is localized at the bolt holes near the edge of the side support where
there are no other fixed supports. To overcome these regions of high stress, washers
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Figure 3.5: Close up of the FEA simulation of redesigned barrel support.
Red indicates area of highest stress.
have been used to further distribute the load around these regions, thereby reducing
the stress concentration on the side supports. Washers had not been added to any
structural models for previous designs however. The highest stress areas are at the
ends of the side supports and extend no more than half an inch in any direction, also
indicating that it is feasible that a washer will cover the entire high stress area to
better distribute the load.
To determine if washers actually distributed stress on the surface of the side support,
washers were added to the model in SolidWorks as an assembly and then imported
to ANSYS. The washers were mated concentric to a hole, and then to the face of the
side support. All holes in the side support were defined as fixed, as were the holes
in the washers. The washers were designated as ANSYS predefined structural steel,
which has an compressive yield strength of 2.5e8 Pa (36.3e3 psi ). The model is seen
in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Loading conditions for FEA simulation with washers included.
All point loads are applied on the underside of the part.
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From this new model results were once again calculated, with the results on the top
and bottom of the model are shown in Fig. 3.7, with a close up of the highest stress
area, with a maximum stress of 1.49e9 Pa (2.16e5 psi ) shown in Fig. 3.8.

Figure 3.7: Results of the FEA simulation of redesigned barrel support
with washers included. Red indicates area of highest stress. (Top View
followed by Bottom View)

Figure 3.8: Close up of the FEA simulation of redesigned barrel support
with washers included. Red indicates area of highest stress.
A notable result from this simulation is that the maximum stress in the system
increased from 7.4e8 psi without washers to 1.49e9 psi. Although this may seem
like a worse outcome, the areas of highest stress are all on the washers, such as
the region shown in Fig. 3.8. This does place the factor of safety for the washer
below 1, indicating that they will fail at maximum loading. Washers have been
warped during prior test fires, forcing them to be replaced. The introduction of the
washers also moved stress away from the edges of of the bolt holes, indicating that
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the introduction of washers would improve side support performance. With washers
included, the maximum stress around the bolt holes was 4.99e8 Pa, creating a factor
of safety of 1.002. Although a low factor of safety, this was considered acceptable
as the forces used to determine maximum loading featured a 12% margin. The side
supports would be inspected for signs of wear after every test fire, with a focus on
delamination around bolt holes. If delamination was found to progress outside of the
washer testing would be stopped and the design would be reevaluated.

3.1.3

Side Support Wet Layup

With simulations and safety criteria developed, manfacturing began. As E-Glass
becomes heavier the maximum tensile strength of the E-Glass increases. For the
new side supports 5.6 oz Plain Weave E-Glass Fabric was chosen because it could
be obtained in 50 inch wide rolls, wide enough to facilitate a single wet layup with
excess material on both sides. 5.6 oz E-Glass is also light enough to be folded over
itself, improving side support quality as individual sheets would not have to be cut.
Cutting individual sheets is time consuming, and aligning fibers after they have been
cut is more challenging. The alignment of fibers is important as fiberglass is stronger
when the fibers sit on top of each other. This also improved layup quality as it is
easier to assure the weave of the fiberglass line up for all layers.
If the weaves are misaligned system performance decreases as the weaves rely on each
other for strength. West System 105 Epoxy resin was mixed with West Systems 209
Extra Slow Hardener. This mixture has a pot life of 40-50 minutes, allowing time to
complete the wet layup process while also o↵ering the highest tensile modulus of any
West Systems epoxy/resin mixture of 3.98e5 psi (2.74 MPa) once cured [23].
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Two 0.25 inch thick aluminum sheets were cut to 48 inches long and 7 inches wide
to be used as compression plates. Two sawhorses were placed approximately 3 feet
apart from each other, and release film was taped to one side of each aluminum sheet.
One of the aluminum sheets was then placed on the sawhorses with the release film
facing up. The first layer of E-glass was then placed on the aluminum sheet, with
some overlap on both sides. The E-glass was then whetted with epoxy, spread out
using plastic paddles until soaked through, approximately 30-60 seconds. Paddles
were also used to scrape visible air bubbles or bunching of fiberglass out of the layers
being worked. As the fiberglass was being folded over itself, a minimum of two new
layers were then folded on top of the base layer, while retaining overlap on both sides
of the base plate. If steam or enough heat capable of being felt by hovering a hand
approximately 12 inches above the layup was felt an additional two layers were added.
The new layers were then patted down by hand, allowing the epoxy resin to permeate
them until the new layers were soaked through. A portion of this process is seen in
Fig. 3.9.
Additional epoxy resin was added as required to assure wetting. The flat sides of the
paddles were only used in a pulling motion when manipulating fiberglass to avoid
tearing fibers. Any tears are visible to the eye as a frayed edge in the matrix. Each
support required 80 layers of E-glass, approximately 25 yards of material.
Once all layers had been applied a final amount of resin was poured on top of the layup
and the second plate was placed on top with the release film facing down. Clamps
were then evenly distributed across the layup and hand tightened. This was done
to assure resin permeated all layers, while increasing the ratio of fiberglass to resin,
which increases the strength of the layup as fiberglass is the structural component. It
was visually verified that resin was being pressed out on all sides of the layup. Layups
required approximately 40-50 minutes to complete, within the pot life of the Epoxy.
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Figure 3.9: Mid wet layup, with wet epoxy resin on top being pressed in
to layers. Note folded layers on the near side.
Additional layers would require more time, inserting a risk that resin cures before the
wet layup can be compressed. The curing set up may be seen in Fig. 3.10.
Per the manufacturer’s data sheet, West Systems 105/209 epoxy resin will fully harden
in 20-24 hours at 72 Fahrenheit, but it does note that epoxy cures faster in warmer
environments or in thicker applications [23]. As the side supports were housed indoors
in the Cal Poly Aerospace Composites lab while also being 0.5 inches thick, it was
assumed that the side supports would cure in a minimum of 24 hours. After a
minimum of 24 hours the clamps were removed and the fiberglass blanks were then
removed from the aluminum sheets. Due to the excess resin in the layups, some of the
overhanging fiberglass would cure and lock the bottom aluminum sheet underneath
the side support, requiring the fiberglass blank to be cut out using a circular saw.
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Figure 3.10: Clamped wet layup, set for curing.
Once the fiberglass blank was removed from the aluminum sheets their thicknesses
were verified by taking thickness measurements with a multimeter, with five measurements taken. Measurements were taken 2 inches in to the layup and then every 11
inches along the long edge of the side supports. The short edge was not measured.
Fig. 3.11 shows the measurement method, while table 3.1 shows the measurements,
average and standard deviation.

Figure 3.11: Location of measurements taken on side support.
To comply with the model used in the ANSYS simulations an absolute minimum
value of 0.5 inches was required. No upper boundary was set as addition material
would improve the performance of the side support, although such improvement was
not quantified. The surface of the side support after the top aluminum plate had
been removed as well as the thickness measurement method is shown in Fig. 3.12.
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Table 3.1: Side Support Measurements
Side Support 1
Side Support 2
Location
Thickness (in)
Location
Thickness (in)
1
0.5406
1
0.5502
2
0.5461
2
0.5394
3
0.5372
3
0.5349
4
0.5258
4
0.5090
5
0.5424
5
0.5331
6
0.5222
6
0.5451
7
0.5323
7
0.5285
8
0.5385
8
0.5357
9
0.5411
9
0.5078
10
0.5417
10
0.5265
Average (in.): 0.537 ± 0.023 Average (in.): 0.531 ± 0.042

Figure 3.12: The top of the fiberglass side supports after the removal of the
top aluminum plate and the thickness measurement method after removal
from the bottom aluminum plate.
After this thickness verification the blanks were then cut down to the final dimension
of 46 inches long by 6 inches wide using a table saw.
Holes were then drilled in the supports using a drill press by stacking supports on
top of each other, and then laying the remaining original support on top to recreate
the hole pattern. This saved time while also assuring the holes in the side supports
would line up with each other. Clamps were placed on both ends of the stack to keep
all pieces in place during drilling operations. A 0.5 inch drill bit was used to create
through holes. Once all holes had been drilled the clamps were removed and all holes
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were touched up with a 0.5 inch drill bit in a hand drill. A 0.5 inch bolt was then
dropped through each hole to verify that there were no interference fits between the
bolt any of the newly drilled holes. With fabrication completed, the finalized supports
can be seen in Fig. 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Finished railgun supports, cut to length with holes drilled.

3.1.4

Fabrication Missteps

Prior to performing all drilling operations by hand, a waterjet was used to cut out 0.5
inch holes as it could cut all the holes in less than 20 minutes and place holes more
accurately than a human being. The results of this attempt can be seen in Fig. 3.14.

Figure 3.14: Waterjet setup during cutting and resulting delamination.
Delamination was caused by water impacting the surface of the fiberglass support
prior to the introduction of the cutting agent, in this case garnet cutting stone. This
allowed water to breach and separate the layers of the composite before the cutting
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agent was able to remove them, resulting in large areas of delamination around the
holes. The regions of delamination are indicated by the lighter colored regions around
the holes in Fig. 3.14. Small delaminations are fixable by heating the surrounding
area, pouring in more epoxy, and then allowing the area to cool. The heating expands
the matrix allowing more resin to seep in to the delaminated areas, eventually being
trapped in the matrix as it cools, thereby adhering the layers back together. Given
the large size of the delamination and the critical location in which they occur this
piece was deemed to be scrap. It is possible that if the cutting agent was introduced
at the same time or prior to the water there would be no delamination. The machine
that was used for this operation was not capable of doing this, which forced all future
cutting and drilling operations to be done by hand. Wajterjets have a range of
operating pressures between 36-90 ksi and cutting diameters of approximately 0.04
inches. This force is approximately 4 MN, which indicates that this was not a sign of
concern for the fabricated side supports.
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Chapter 4
INITIAL RAIL ANALYSIS AND MODIFICATIONS

4.1

Initial Rail Assessment

Much of the hardware in the Mk. 2 barrel showed signs of wear after being used in
multiple testing campaigns. The hardware showing the most damage was the copper
rails. The rails have been bent and warped through multiple fires, while containing
markings from arcing that had occurred. To reduce sharp edges arc damage must be
smoothed with sandpaper, further removing material on various rails. An example of
the warping in the rails is seen with rail number 1, shown in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Warping on Rail 1, an outermost augmentation rail. This
photograph was taken prior to the testing campaign outlined in this thesis.
This photo was taken with the rail laid flat on the table. Note the edges of the
ribs have been lifted up around the center beam on the rail. All rails had been
warped in this fashion, all to varying degrees. Steps were introduced to the assembly
procedure to examine and catalogue damage caused by previous tests. This is due to
the magnetic forces present during railgun operations. In addition, ribs had been bent
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out of place due to previous fires. A close up of the rails 1 and 2 in Fig. 4.2 shows
warped ribs, damage from arcing, and the results of cleaning arcs with sandpaper.

Figure 4.2: The inside faces of the breech ends of rail 1 and 2, prior to the
testing campaign.
The warping of the ribs is primarily cosmetic damage that does not a↵ect performance,
but it is prevalent throughout the system. Some bending and warping in the system
can be removed by employing a rubber mallet without causing cracking or denting
the rails. This is however a stopgap measure as this method can never return the
rails to the original machined flatness. A more concerning outcome is the amount
of areas that have pitting from arcing, such as the locations labelled in Fig. 4.2.
Any pits that are a results of arcing cannot be filled as there are no commercially
available pure copper filler rods, which requires a damage management strategy to
be employed as the lifetime of the rails is limited. Filler rods that use copper as their
base material are commercially available and could be used to repair damage, but
they would change the electrical properties of the rails while also requiring rework to
verify the rail is flat at the location of the repair.

4.2

Rail Modifications

An additional system modification took place prior to the commencement of the
testing campaign, as the ribs on all of the rails were trimmed down from the original
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length of 2 inches wide to a total width of 1.5 inches. The rails, originally designed
by J. Maniglia [17], have ribs that filled the 2 inch gap between the side spacers. The
size of these ribs limited the possible locations where KaptonTM tape could be placed,
as tape could not be wrapped around the rails as there is not enough space to fit the
tape between the ribs and the side spacers. As KaptonTM tape is the sole insulation
method used to reduce arcing in the barrel this presented a problem. In order to
eliminate this issue, all ribs were manually trimmed down approximately 0.25 inches
on each side with a band saw. This cut depth was chosen in order to retain the
majority of the ribs while providing enough space to assure KaptonTM tape could be
wrapped around the rails without contacting the side spacer as contact could cause
the tape to not adhere properly. The updated models of the railgun can be found in
Appendix B: Updated Rail Drawings.
After all ribs had been trimmed, the newly created edges were filed down and burrs
were removed to reduce the sharp edges on all rails until no sharp edges could be
felt on the ribs. This was done to reduce charge concentration during firing as well
as reducing the chance of ripping KaptonTM tape, when applied. With the ribs
shortened and cleaned up, KaptonTM tape could then be wrapped around the copper
rails while not creating an interference fit with the side spacers. It had been theorized
that this additional insulation layer would be capable of further preventing arcs from
occurring in the center of the railgun barrel. The system modification also allowed
for di↵erent insulation methods, described in section 5, to be investigated without
risking interference fits.
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4.3

Corona Dope Application

KaptonTM tape is an insulator used in railguns as it is has an electrical resistance
strength of 3900 V/mil of thickness [24]. This is not without drawbacks however, as
rolls of 1 inch wide, 5 mil thick KaptonTM tape cost $ 150. Tape that has been ripped
or damaged by arcing must be replaced prior to each fire. To reduce the amount
of KaptonTM tape used per fire while also limiting the amount of time and e↵ort
required to apply new KaptonTM tape per test fire, research in to new insulators was
conducted. New insulators needed to have a minimum electrical resistance strength
equal to KaptonTM tape’s 3900 V/mil [24].
The University of Texas at Austin has tested di↵erent insulators such as float glass,
polycarbonate, 40% glass filled polycarbonate, G-7 laminate, and quartz glass [25].
Although their testing concluded that quartz glass and glass-filled polycarbonate
worked best, all testing was conducted on a non-augmented railgun. The railgun
was also never disassembled, unlike the Mk.2 railgun that is disassembled after every
firing. As the insulators are brittle there is a risk that they would break every time
they are manipulated.
Therefore, a more flexible resistor needed to be used. MG Chemicals Super Corona
Dope 4226 showed promise as it possesses an electrical resistance strength of 4100
V/mil and adheres to copper without requiring any additional chemical treatments
[26]. The use of a liquid insulator would eliminate possible air gaps in between
insulation layers, an issue previously seen when using KaptonTM tape. Air gaps in
the insulation must be avoided as they can be the starting location for arcing in the
barrel. Another benefit is that when cured the coating is not brittle and presents no
risk of breaking when rails are assembled or disassembled. As previously noted, this
is a necessity for a system such as the Mk. 2 railgun. Corona Dope was chosen as a
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possible replacement to KaptonTM tape, and preparations were made to apply it to
the copper rails. Given the electrical resistance strength, a material coated in Corona
Dope needs a minimum of approximately 2.5 mils of coating to withstand a 10 kV
charge [26].
Corona Dope can be applied two di↵erent ways, the dip application method and
the spray application method. The dip application method places the article to be
coated in a pool of the desired coating. In this case, the copper rails would have to be
submerged in Corona Dope. The article is then removed from the pool at a constant
rate, and left out to dry for a minimum of 4 hours prior to the application of the next
coat. The excess coating then drips o↵ of the now coated article between dips. This
results in a smooth surface finish.
The spray application method uses a paint spray gun to cover the article in Corona
Dope. This method relies on the user to apply the coating at approximately 12
inches away from the article to generate a smooth surface finish, relying on the user
to assess the surface finish during application. Where the dip application method
covers the entire part that is submerged in the coating, the spray application method
only covers the sides of the rails that are visible during application. This means that
the spray application method would leave the inside face of the copper rails clean
during application. The rails could be flipped but the Corona Dope would have to
fully cure first. In order to do this the rails must be baked out in an oven at 110
Celsius for an hour or left to dry for 3 days. This was not done because the oven at
Cal Poly is not accessible so frequently and the testing schedule did not allow a three
day wait between coats.
Both methods can apply multiple layers to get a thicker overall coating, but a minimum of 4 hours must pass in between the application of each layer. Special attention
must be paid to all areas on the rails that must connect to other pieces, such as the
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brass bolts or copper bars used to carry current in between the rails, as those regions
must be protected with something such as masking tape to avoid being covered by
Corona Dope during the application process.
The dip application method was not used, primarily due to the additional infrastructure it requires. Cal Poly does not have a mechanical system to extract the copper
rail at a constant rate, nor the lab space to establish a committed system. In contrast,
the spray application method can be done anywhere with compressed air. It can be
also done with limited space with no permanent changes to the work space. Both
methods require nominal personal protective equipment (PPE) such as gloves and a
respirator, along with proper ventilation to allow fumes to disperse. Cal Poly has
multiple outdoor work surfaces that are covered from the elements that can accommodate projects such as this. A covered work yard was determined to be the proper
work space, as it was open air, had a compressed air line, and could be locked in
between coatings so the parts did not have to be moved while drying.
In order to gain familiarity with the spray application method application process
two test samples were prepared. Two copper sheets, both approximately 4 inches
long by 2.5 inches wide were cleaned with a degreaser and then abraded with 100 grit
sandpaper per the manufacturer’s instructions [26]. The surface was then cleaned with
IPA. Per the manufacturer the thickness of each layer is estimated to be approximately
1 mil, but application with a spray gun does not guarantee that value. With this in
mind four layers of Corona Dope were applied to provide margin, waiting a minimum
of four hours between each coat. This value was not verified after every coat because
the Corona Dope was still liquid and had not hardened. A layer was considered
completed once the entire face had been covered and the surface finish was smooth,
showing no sign of pitting in the Corona Dope. Once the fourth layer of Corona
Dope was applied the two test articles were placed in an oven and baked out at 110
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Celsius for an hour per the manufacturer’s instructions [26]. After an hour samples
were removed and the surface finish was visually inspected for smoothness in the
surface finish. The application and results can be seen in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: 4226 Super Corona Dope application and finished test articles.
Corona Dope is yellow when in bulk but thinner coatings result in a clear, smooth
surface finish on the test article. The results of scuffing the application surface is
still visible underneath the coating, in this case visible on the surface of the left test
article in Fig. 4.3. No pitting was found in the surface coatings, but each article
had some additional crystals of cured Corona Dope on the sides. Some of these
cured crystals are visible in Fig. 4.3. The edges were not explicitly covered during
application but due to the spread of the spray gun and the additional runo↵ on
the plastic sheeting, the edges were covered. This indicates that areas that need to
remain free of Corona Dope must be covered with masking tape even if not explicitly
applying Corona Dope to the region. The thicknesses of the parts were measured with
calipers along the outer edge of the test article, a minimum of two measurements per
side. These measurements compared to the original thickness of the test article to
determine how much of the Corona Dope was applied, with anywhere between 3.5 - 4
mils of coating applied to either test article, greater than the previously established
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minimum acceptable thickness of 2.5 mils. After the thickness measurements the
test articles were tested for continuity between the coated and uncoated sides with a
multimeter. This was done by placing one probe on the coated side and dragging the
other probe around the face of the uncoated side. The probe touching the coating
was placed touching a corner of the test article then probe on the uncoated side was
drug around the perimeter of the test article searching for continuity. This process
was repeated unil all four corners and the center of the test piece were investigated
with all tests coming back negative for continuity.
From this, the application was deemed acceptable and the contact rails and inner two
augmentation were prepared. The outer augmentation rails were not coated because
the outer two rails had not been covered with KaptonTM tape during prior tests and
had not shown any signs of arcing to the fiberglass supports. Blue painters tape was
applied inside of the countersinks where the brass connector bolts sit and around the
contact area for the shunt bolt prior to coating the rails in order to leave all electrical
connection points free of Corona Dope. Examples of the tape locations, along with
the results of the surface abrasion, can be seen in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Taping method to restrict Corona Dope application.
Four layers of the insulation was applied, with a minimum of four hours between each
coat. The rails were then placed on plastic sheeting in an industrial oven and baked
out at 110 Celsius an hour to cure, once again per the manufacturer’s instructions
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[26]. The rails were placed on plastic sheeting to avoid leaving excess Corona Dope
in oven as there were no racks for them to be placed on. When the oven door was
opened it was clear that a portion of the plastic sheeting that the rails had been
placed on had moved during the heating process. This can be seen in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Plastic sheeting location after bake out.
Upon closer investigation it was seen that the sheeting had moved during the baking
process, and had adhered to the tops of the rails. While removing the sheeting, parts
of the Corona Dope was removed as well. The di↵erences between the proper surface
finish and what remained after the sheeting removal can be seen in Fig. 4.6, with the
marks from sheeting removal visible on the upper rail.

Figure 4.6: Di↵erences between the surface after plastic sheeting removal,
image on top, versus a proper surface finish, the image on bottom.
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The removal marks stand in sharp contrast to the smooth finish seen on the rail
below. The thickness of the removed areas was not measured. Additional layers of
Corona Dope were applied to repair the pitting caused by the plastic sheeting and
allowed to dry for three days, the proper cure time for air drying [26]. There is a
possibility that this will reduce the e↵ectiveness of the Corona Dope as new coating
had to be applied to previously cured surface which could have been contaminated
in between applications. The manufacturer recommends all layers be applied prior
to fully curing but they also indicated that new layers can be added as required with
no loss of performance.
Once all pieces had properly cured measurements were taken with calipers at six
di↵erent locations along all rails to verify a minimum of 2.5 mils of Corona Dope
had been added. Corona Dope had cured on top of the blue painters tape. In order
to remove the painters tape cleanly, a razor was used to scribe lines in the Corona
Dope finish until the masking tape could be pushed out from the uncoated side with
a screwdriver. Corona Dope had gotten underneath the tape at a few connection
points, requiring it to be removed with a razor blade. Continuity was then verified
between all electrical connection points that had been covered by applying a probe to
the previously covered area and then the other probe to the uncoated side of the rail.
Once continuity was verified with this method, a probe was applied to the region
where the brass bolts or shunt bolt sit on the rails. Continuity was then verified
across the entire length of the rail.
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Chapter 5
DRY FIRES

5.1

Cal Poly Mk. 2 Railgun Layout

The Cal Poly Mk. 2 railgun is an augmented railgun with 3 sets of augmentation
rails sitting outside of the contact rails. The railgun barrel is shown in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Diagram of the Cal Poly Mk. 2 Railgun, showing the numbered
augmentation and contact rails, shunt bolt location, and current flow.
When conducting a firing of the Cal Poly Mk. 2 railgun, the user selects a firing
voltage from 1-10 kV, with the corresponding charge being stored in the capacitor
bank. When the fire signal is sent, the capacitors release their stored current through
a busbar that is connected to the input rail for the railgun barrel, known as rail 1.
Current enters at the breech of the railgun and travels down the length of rail 1 before
passing through a pair of copper connector bars at the end of the rail. These copper
connector bars link all of the augmentation rails together before linking them to the
contact rails. The faces of the copper connector bars are touching the faces of the
rails they carry current to and from. They are secured in place with brass bolts,
threaded in to both ends of each connector. The connectors allows current to flow
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from rail 1 to rail 8, the outermost augmentation rail on the other side. Current then
travels down rail 8 to the next set of copper connector bars. Current continues to
flow through the rails and then copper connector bars until current reaches the first
contact rail, rail 4. The current carries down rail 4 and then crosses over to rail 5 by
passing through a single shunt bolt, located at the muzzle end of the railgun barrel,
before flowing back to the busbar that is in contact with rail 5.

5.2

Cal Poly Mk. 2 Railgun Data Acquisition System

Railgun electrical data can be collected from the breech and the shunt location of
the barrel. In general, there are currently no systems capable of collecting data
in the center of the barrel. Voltage and current wave forms in the railgun barrel
throughout the firing can be recorded through an oscilloscope or some other similar
equipment. When tracked, the system waveform will show two phases of the railgun
firing: the capacitive region, indicated by a rise in current prior to peak current, and
the inductive region, indicated by the region after peak current. An example data set
not taken from test data is shown in Fig. 5.2.
During a nominal railgun firing, the wave forms will follow a similar trend. The
data will have oscillations, reflective of the natural frequency of the railgun being
tested. Any deviation from the nominal frequency indicates a change in the system.
One of the frequent sources of deviation is arcing between rails, which changes the
overall frequency of the system by changing the overall resistance and inductance.
The change in system frequency results in a distinct change in the waveform.
Electrical data from the breech and shunt portions of the Cal Poly Mk. 2 railgun was
collected through the use of a Rogowski coil, a voltage probe, and an oscilloscope.
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Figure 5.2: A sample data set with the capacitive and discharge regions
labeled [17].
A Rogowski coil is a flexible cable that is wrapped around a current carrying conductor, in this case the negative bus bar on the capacitor bank. A Rogowski coil
is used in this location because they respond to current changes very quickly, which
is beneficial in AC circuits such as the Cal Poly Mk 2 railgun. Rogowski coils also
present linear data when exposed to current, such as during a railgun firing. The
Rogowski coil is used to collect data at the breech, with this specific coil having been
originally implemented and calibrated by J. Maniglia [17]. The current measurement
from the Rogowski coil is sent to an integrator circuit that outputs 1 V for every
15,636 A in the busbars, with the reduced voltage being read by the oscilloscope.
Voltage at the shunt bolt was captured with a Tektronix P6015A High Voltage Probe
which is capable of measuring AC voltages up to 20 kV at up to 75 kHz. The Tektronix
probe reduces voltage by a ratio of 1000 V : 1 V, with the reduced voltage then read
by the oscilloscope.
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All electrical data was collected using a Picoscope 4226 Oscilloscope. The resulting
wave forms were recorded using the PicoLog software, built for use with the Picoscope 4226 Oscilloscope. Due to the transient nature of the railgun firing process the
oscilloscope was set to begin recording data if a single data channel detected a rising
current wave above the user defined threshold. A threshold was determined by P.
Gilles [18], with the limit being 5 kA in the railgun, which corresponds to a reading of
0.32 V on the current input channel for the oscilloscope. This user defined threshold
never falsely triggered the data collection system and wrote wave forms from both
the Rogowski coil and the shunt bolt throughout the entire testing campaign.
A phone camera was used to film the dry fires from the control room. All dry fires
were filmed using the slo-mo camera mode on the iPhone X, which films video at
240 frames per second. Although this frame rate presented some limitations due to
the rapid response of a railgun fire, it provided a good reference point for identifying
arcing locations and system reactions during dry fires. The Cal Poly mechanical has
access to a high speed camera, and it has been used during live fires of the Mk. 2
railgun to provide estimates of projectile velocity. The high speed camera is not useful
for tracking arcing as the railgun barrel is too long to fit in frame inside of the Cal
Poly Aerospace Propulsion Lab.
The testing campaign was comprised of seven dry fires at two di↵erent voltages. The
first three dry fires were conducted at 5 kV and tested three di↵erent insulation
methods in order to determine if Kapton Tape, Corona Dope, or a combination of
both would provide best reduce arcing. The most e↵ective insulation method would
to be used for all subsequent dry fires. 5 kV was chosen as the original testing voltage
as no dry fire had ever been conducted at such a high voltage, while also being a high
enough voltage to generate clear results. After each insulation method was tested once
the data was reviewed. The combined insulation method was chosen to continue, and
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the decision was made to move voltage to 7 kV to better mimic expected live fire
voltages. The procedure used to assemble the railgun barrel using the combined
insulation method is found in Appendix D: Assembly Procedure. The following dry
fires were conducted at 7 kV to further test the selected insulation method at voltages
closer to the maximum operating voltage for live fires. The testing campaign ended
after a mechanical failure during the final 7 kV dry fire on May 8. An overview of
the dry fire test voltages and all available data is shown in Table 5.1.

Test Date
3/4/20
3/31/20
4/13/20
4/17/20
4/20/20
4/27/20
5/8/20

5.3

Table 5.1: Test Dates and Voltage Parameters
Charge Rogowski Coil Data Shunt Bolt Data Insulation Method
5 kV
Yes
No
KaptonTM Tape
5 kV
Yes
Yes
Corona Dope
5 kV
Yes
Yes
Combined
7 kV
Yes
Yes
Combined
7 kV
Yes
Yes
Combined
7 kV
Yes
Yes
Combined
7 kV
Yes
Yes
Combined

5kV Dry Fire Insulation Methods

Three di↵erent insulation methods were tested over the course of the 5 kV test fires.
The first insulation method was employed for the March 4 dry fire used KaptonTM
tape as the only insulation method, following a taping method similar to the one
developed by P. Gilles [18]. This method employed two pieces of two inch wide, 5
mil thick KaptonTM tape. This provided enough width to cover the rails with excess
on the sides. The tape was placed along the full length of the outer side of all rails,
shown in Fig. 5.3.
The KaptonTM tape overlapped by approximately 1.5 inches on the front side of the
rail, with any additional KaptonTM tape being wrapped around the augmentation
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Figure 5.3: Taping method for March 31 dry fire, with KaptonTM tape
wrapped around copper connector bars and ends of augmentation rails.
rails. The intent of doing this was to provide protection along the central portions of
the rails without losing insulation along the edges.
The insulation method for the May 31 dry fire only used 4226 Corona Dope, with the
application of the insulator detailed in Chapter 4. Five mil thick KaptonTM tape was
still used to cover the copper connector bars and the heads of the brass bolts. Any
excess tape was wrapped underneath the rail. This taping method is shown in Fig
5.4. Note that the upper and lower edges of the rail are not covered by KaptonTM
Tape.

Figure 5.4: Taping Method for March 31 Dry Fire, with KaptonTM tape
wrapped around copper connector bars and ends of augmentation rails.
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It is worth noting that the March 31 dry fire was the only dry fire over the entire
testing campaign that showed noticeable signs of arcing in the center of the railgun
barrel, and was the only test not to feature KaptonTM tape wrapped over the rips.
The results of this arcing are shown in Fig. 5.5. When cured, Corona Dope appears
clear on the surface of the copper rails, which makes new soot deposits easier to
locate.

Figure 5.5: Results of the March 31 dry fire. The inside of all rails are
shown facing the camera. The areas with black soot are arc locations.
The portions of black soot present on the rails indicate areas of arcing, as these
areas had lost at least some portion of the Corona Dope coating. The rails where
the arcing started did not need to be touched up after bake out in the oven. The
arcing in the center of the rails is a feature of how the Corona Dope was applied,
a shortcoming of the spray method. This resulted in only limited sides of the rails
being covered with Corona Dope instead of the entire rail. The outer faces of the
rails were all covered with enough Corona Dope but the sides were not as they were
not specifically coated. Another consideration about solely using the Corona Dope
is that the coating is primarily used to insulate transformers, coils, motor windings,
and various electric generator parts [26]. The product is not specifically built for use
in railgun systems, nor traditionally applied at such thicknesses. These limitations
present problems with using Corona Dope as the sole insulator.
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Upon further investigation, it was found that arcing primarily occurred at areas where
uncoated copper and the Corona Dope insulation coating met, which also was at well
defined edges of the ribs on the rails. This is the highest risk area as corners create
areas of high charge density, and therefore are more likely to be arcing locations.
Some of this damage is seen in Fig. 5.6.

Figure 5.6: A zoomed in view of the damage caused by the March 31 dry
fire on rails 5 and 6.
The coated side of rail 5 and the uncoated side of rail 6 are facing the camera in 5.6.
When the barrel is assembled these two faces see each other, as the uncoated side
of rail 6 faces the coated side of rail 5. An arc occurred between these two rails at
the corner of a rib. Arcing has several indicators, such as a rough surface finish at
the point where it occurs, along with leaving soot. Portions of highly reflective metal
surrounded by soot are locations where arcing occur. It is seen in Fig. 5.6 that there
are highly reflective areas with rough surface finishes that are surrounded by soot.
The soot in this region emanates from this arc location and extends radially.
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Another outcome of from the March 31 dry fire was the transfer of Corona Dope
between two rails. The side of rail 6 facing the camera was not coated, but when
disassembled post test fire there had been a clear transfer of the insulating coating.
This presented issues for future use in the system, as having to reapply Corona Dope
between every test fire is more time consuming than reapplying Kapton tape. This
transfer of material was not only isolated to the portions of the rails that experienced
arcing, as the transfer of Corona Dope was seen along all rails due to the rails coming
in contact while the barrel was assembled.
From the dry fire on March 31, it was determined that some portion of the inner
rail faces must be insulated and that that Corona Dope alone was not a satisfactory
insulator for the rails. Corona Dope can be removed from the rails, using a razor
blade to remove the bulk of the coating and then sanding to remove the remaining
amount. A chemical method may also be possible, but the manufacturer does not
have one published [26]. With this new data from testing, a third insulation method
emerged which used Corona Dope as a base insulating layer while applying KaptonTM
tape on top, which was called the combined insulation method. Prior to applying any
new KaptonTM tape the rails were cleaned with denatured alcohol to remove residual
soot per the manufacturers instructions. Additional layers of Corona Dope were then
applied to regions that had lost coating during the March 31 dry fire until the surface
finish was smooth once again. After three days had passed to allow the new Corona
Dope to cure the insulation thickness was once again verified with all rails passing.
Two strips of 5 mil thick KaptonTM tape were then applied along the length of the
rails, leaving the bolt holes open. The only overlapping portions of the tape were
along the rail’s center beam, leading the tape to overlap by approximately 0.5 inches.
For all augmentation rails, the tape was then wrapped around the rail and adhered
to the back side. Two strips of 5 mil KaptonTM tape then were placed on top of
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each other and used to cover the bolt holes, with this step occurring during barrel
assembly. This was done for two reasons: it placed thicker insulation in an area
known to cause issued due to the high charge density present in the bolts during fire
and for the ability to replace tape in this area without having to replace tape along
the entire rail. In previous dry fires strips of KaptonTM tape had covered the entire
length of the rails in order to avoid any possible issues that would be presented at
the interface between di↵erent strips of tape. This process wasted large amounts of
KaptonTM tape as any arc damage necessitated a brand new piece every time. The
results of this process are shown in Fig. 5.7 and 5.8.

Figure 5.7: Overlap line of KaptonTM tape for insulation method that uses
both Corona Dope and KaptonTM tape.

Figure 5.8: Wrapped portion of KaptonTM Tape for insulation method
that uses both Corona Dope and KaptonTM tape.
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5.4

5 kV Dry Fire Results

There was an unknown error in the data collection system during the dry fire on
April 13, which resulted in the loss of data files for the dry fire. To overcome this,
screenshots were taken of the data in the PicoLog and manually turned in to a data
set in Matlab by using an image digitizer script [27]. The original data set can be
seen in Fig. 5.9 while the digitized data set is shown in Fig. 5.10. This data set is
critical for analyzing the insulation methods used during the 5 kV dry fires.

Figure 5.9: Original data set for dry fire on April 13, 2020. Data file was
lost. Horizontal axis is time in milliseconds, vertical axis is voltage.
These two images are shown to indicate the accuracy at which the manual digitization
was done. The digitzed data set has fewer data points, therefore close up views of
the data set are less smooth when compared to other data. Although this limits
resolution for the April 13 dry fire, the ability to plot all 5 kV dry fires on the same
plot was a necessity.
The shape of the Rogowski coil plot does not change whether it is reported in current
or voltage, as the only di↵erence would be the magnitude of measurements as voltage
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Figure 5.10: Digitized data set for dry fire on April 13, 2020. This data
file replaced the previously lost data file in the following analysis.
or amperage. Fig. 5.11 tracks the current at the breech of the railgun system during
both the capacitive and inductive periods of discharge.
Oscillations in the voltages wave forms become more visible in the inductive region of
discharge, as current is flowing through the entire railgun barrel. These oscillations
reflect the overall frequency of the railgun system. The di↵erence between the peak
voltages seen by the system is an interesting result, given that all fires were conducted
with the capacitor bank charged to 5 kV. The cause of this discrepancy is a change
in overall system resistance and inductance, which is a result of arcing. Due to
the heat generated during a railgun firing the inductance and resistance are always
changing during a fire, making quantifying the di↵erence in resistance or inductance
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Figure 5.11: Rogowski Coil currents for 5 kV dry fires on March 4, March
31, and April 13.
at a single time step largely irrelevant when compared to the entire fire. Arcs that
are large enough to bridge the gap between the rails reduce the overall inductance
of the barrel. Soot and charred insulation was found during barrel disassembly after
every dry fire, with various levels of damage to hardware. No research has been done
to correlate the change in frequency of the Mk. 2 railgun when compared to the arc
damage present in the system. The damage to the system functions as an indicator of
an arc occurring in the barrel that may not be visible when reviewing test fire data.
The only notable arc seen in the 5 kV data set occurred during the dry fire using
both Corona Dope and KaptonTM tape, noted by a clear frequency change near -3
V, pointed out by the label in Fig. 5.11. This frequency change represents at what
time an arc occurs in the system, but does not indicate where in the system the arc
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occurred. That information can be gained by investigation arc damage during barrel
disassembly.
Another notable outcome from this data set is the di↵erences in the amount of time
required for the Rogowski coil current to return to 0 V during the inductive period of
the dry fire. The April 13 data set returns from peak voltage to 0 V approximately
1 ms later than the other 5 kV dry fire data sets using di↵erent insulation methods.
The increase in time that it takes for voltage to return to 0 V indicates that more
force would be applied to a projectile during a live firing of the railgun, resulting in an
increased projectile velocity. This is the desired trend for the railgun as it indicates
improved performance.
No useful shunt bolt data was collected for the March 4 dry fire, thereby limiting the
amount of comparison possible between the 5 kV dry fires. To provide additional data
for comparison a data set gathered by P. Gilles was introduced [18], with the chosen
data set being the 3 kV dry fire that was conducted on April 30, 2020. The data set
has large amounts of noise in the system because the data collection system was not
properly grounded during the fire [18]. Although conducted at a lower peak voltage,
this dry fire used KaptonTM tape as the only insulation method while following a
similar taping scheme to the one used for the March 4 dry fire, with the di↵erence
being that Kapton tape had not been wrapped over the edges of the rails. The April
30, 2020 dry fire is included with the data collected on March 31 and April 13 in Fig.
5.12.
The shunt voltages from the P. Gilles April 30 data set and the March 31 dry fire both
rise within 0.1 ms after the trigger is pressed, and follow similar trends afterwards.
This response reflects nominal operations for the Mk. 2 railgun. From this view it is
clear that the dry fire on April 13 that used both Corona Dope and KaptonTM tape
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Figure 5.12: Rogowski coil currents for March 31 and April 13 with data
from P. Gilles’ 3 kV dry fire on April 30 for reference.
had an arc during the fire due to the shift in the frequency response, resulting in the
translation between the data points in the time domain in the data set.
From the March 31 and April 13 data sets it can also be deduced that the shunt
voltage saw similar voltages in both fires, but a lower voltage than seen in the 3 kV
dry fire conducted by P. Gilles. This indicates that the arcs occurred in the railgun
barrel prior to the shunt bolt reaching full voltage.
When the plot is focused on the capacitive portion of the dry fire, it further supports
the occurrence of arcing during the April 13 dry fire. This more constrained view
appears in Fig. 5.13.
This shift in the data set operates in sharp contrast to both other 5 kV dry fires,
where there are minimal frequency changes in the capacitive or inductive regions. A
similar trend is seen in P. Gilles’ data set and the March 31 data set as both follow the
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Figure 5.13: Close up view of Rogowski coil currents for March 31 and
April 13 with data from P. Gilles’ 3 kV dry fire on April 30 for reference.
expected trend, where the voltage increases immediately and then drops, following
a resonance frequency, matching the trend seen by the Rogowski coil at the breech.
The dry fire on April 13 also picks up soon after the dry fire but has a horizontal
translation in the data set, seen by both the Rogowski coil current and the shunt
voltages. This di↵erence in trends between the P. Gilles and March 31 data sets
when compared to the April 13 data set is due to arcing. This is shown in Fig. 5.14,
with the arc labeled on the plot.
With the Rogowski coil current and shunt voltages plotted on the same graph it can
be seen that both the shunt voltage and the Rogowski coil current have similar translations at the same time during the dry fire, caused by an arc that causes a frequency
change throughout the system. This is not a feature of the data interpolation either,
as confirmed by Fig. 5.15.
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Figure 5.14: Digitized data set for dry fire on April 13, 2020 with frequency
change labeled.
With this close up view of the screenshot of the original data set it is clear that a
frequency change occurs during this dry fire, which results in the increase in time it
takes for the Rogowski coil current to return to 0 V. Although data indicated arcing
in the system during the April 13 dry fire, the trend produced is the desired trend.
This is because the increase in the time it takes for the Rogowski coil current indicates
that current is travelling through more of the system instead of crossing over rails via
arcing. This would result in a higher velocity projectile as a higher magnetic force is
being produced. This result indicated that the combined insulation method provided
the most promise for further testing. Deeming the combined insulation method the
most likely to provide good results the testing voltage was increased to 7 kV as any
insulation method that would function at 7 kV would also be capable of operating
at all lower voltages. This value also better reflected live fires conducted by P. Gilles
in his testing campaign [18].
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Figure 5.15: Zoomed in view of the original data set with frequency change
labeled.
5.5

7 kV Dry Fires

A preliminary review of the results of the 7 kV dry fires on April 17, 20, and 24 are
discussed in the following section on a per test fire basis due to a high amount of
variability in the results. The dry fire that occurred on May 8 will be discussed in
subsection 5.5.1 due to the destructive results that ended the testing campaign. The
Rogowski coil currents for the April 17, 20, and 24 dry fires are shown in Fig. 5.16.
Although all dry fires with a source voltage of 5 kV had slight variations, they all
retained similar peak currents at the Rogowski coil and similar voltages at the shunt
bolt. The Rogowski coil current reading sat between 109 to 156 kA , while both shunt
voltage data set readings had peaks between 1.5 to 1.8 kV.
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Figure 5.16: Rogowski coil currents for 7 kV dry fires on April 17, April
20, and April 24.
In contrast, the dry fires that had a source voltage of 7 kV had dissimilar results, with
peak Rogowski coil currents ranging between -109 to 156 kA. This is not the expected
result and was caused by test failures discussed in depth later in this section.
The peak Rogowski coil current was not captured on the -10 V reading was not
recorded properly due to an incorrect oscilloscope setting. The shunt bolt voltages
from these tests are represented in Fig. 5.17.
The results of the shunt bolt plots also varied when compared to the Rogowski coil
currents. Overall, the 7 kV have higher voltages compared to the 5 kV dry fires, which
is to be expected. The frequencies seen by the data are di↵erent due to di↵erences in
hardware during testing, noted in further discussion.
The dry fires on April 17 and April 24 both presented data trends that had not been
seen in previous dry fires, with both being caused by mechanical failures. To better
understand the April 17 dry fire, one must first familiarize themselves with how the
railgun barrel is connected to the busbars, with the geometry shown in Fig. 5.18.
Note that this photograph was taken during a previous testing campaign, before the
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Figure 5.17: Shunt voltages from 7 kV dry fires on April 17, April 20, and
April 24.
current insulation method was developed. That is why the clamp bolt is not covered
by KaptonTM tape in this photograph.

Figure 5.18: The connection between the railgun barrel and the busbars
[18].
There is space between the busbars in order to allow the railgun barrel to be inserted
prior to all fires. To eliminate this gap two fiberglass clamps, connected with four
0.5 inch bolts, are placed outside of the busbars prior to the insertion of the railgun
barrel. Once the railgun barrel is placed on the test stand a block of delrin, used as a
spacer because it is an insulator, is placed between the railgun barrel terminals. The
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0.5 inch bolts are then hand tightened, compressing the fiberglass clamps against the
busbars. This establishes contact between the busbars and the contact bars at the
breech portion of the railgun barrel. As the bolts sit less than an inch away from the
busbars, both the bolts and busbars must be wrapped in KaptonTM tape to prevent
arcing. A photo of the taping method used is presented in Fig. 5.19.

Figure 5.19: Insulation method used for both the busbars and the fiberglass clamp.
The bolts are covered with a minimum 5 mils of KaptonTM tape while the busbars
are covered with a minimum of 10 mils. These insulation requirements have been
developed during the testing programs conducted with the Mk. 2 railgun. The marks
on the inside of the bus bars are from previous fires, and are expected. The incorrect
clamp placement on April 17 placed one of the 0.5 inch bolts on top of the busbars,
resulting in an arc between the busbars and the 0.5 inch bolt. This happened due
to an oversight in testing, as time was running short and the verification step was
skipped in the procedure. The procedural document was rewritten after the failure
on April 17 to draw attention to the verification step to avoid any further incidents
arising from clamp placement. The updated procedure can be found in Appendix E:
Dry Fire procedure. The phases of the arc at the breech, as seen from the control
room, are visible in Fig. 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: Three phases of the busbar arc failure, featuring the clamp location before, the arc that caused the damage, and then the clamp location
after arcing.
A key feature to be noted is the change in position of the fiberglass clamp, due to
the forces generated from the arc. The arcing caused damage to the fiberglass side
supports, shown in Fig. 5.21.

Figure 5.21: Damage to the pulltruded fiberglass clamp due to the arcing
at the busbars.
In these images you can see the newly uncovered mat fiberglass material, with the
finished exterior having been removed due to arcing. When pultruded fiberglass parts
have damage or delaminations such as in Fig. 5.21 they lose large structural strength
as the chopped mat center has a lower tensile strength than the fiber covered outer
layers, as discussed in Chapter 3. The two pulltruded clamp pieces were replaced
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with plain weave fiberglass pieces taken from the remains of the piece shown in Fig.
3.14. The pieces were enlarged and the hole pattern was expanded to provide more
space in between the 0.5 inch bolts, reducing the risk of busbar contact. The 0.5 inch
bolts were also replaced as they had been damaged from arcing, with the improved
piece seen as part of the test set up in Fig. 5.22.

Figure 5.22: The original clamp (on the left) and the new clamp (on the
right). The new clamp was made of the remaining material shown in Fig.
3.14.
When looking at the data from this failure, arcing resulted in a vertical line in the
data set with both the Rogowski coil current and shunt voltages returning to 0 kA
and 0 kV immediately after the arc, with the data set presented in 5.23. The peak
value was also not captured for the April 17 dry fire was not recorded due to an
incorrect setting on the oscilloscope.
The shunt bolt saw no additional current as soon as an arc was established at the busbars because the 0.5 inch bolt carried the remaining charge present in the capacitors.
This is why the curve for the shunt bolt rapidy returns to 0 V. The Rogowski coil sits
behind the clamp on the busbar terminal. This placement allowed the Rogowski coil
to see all of the charge from the fire without being a↵ected by the arc. This is why
the Rogowski coil current continued to operate closer to a standard curve.
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Figure 5.23: Rogowski Coil current and shunt voltage for 7 kV dry fire on
April 17.
The most notable test from these three dry fires occurred on April 20, where the
Rogowski coil current required 5 ms to return to 0 A, with the data shown in Fig.
5.24. The frequency change during the capacitive period of the dry fire was caused
by the melting of the shunt bolt. The shunt bolt saw a peak value of 2.3 kV, the
highest value observed during the testing campaign, and melted as a result. This
state change resulted in a change to the overall resistance of the system, causing the
constant frequency change.

Figure 5.24: Rogowski coil current and shunt voltage for April 20 dry fire.
The gradual frequency change during the capacitive period of the dry fire seen in
both the Rogowski coil current and the shunt bolts is in sharp contrast to the sudden
and distinctive frequency change that is a result of arcing. The shunt bolt data line
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is placed on the outside of the contact rail, with a loop connector placed in between
the contact rail and either the head of the shunt bolt or the nut holding the shunt
bolt in in place. This positioning allowed for the data line to remain in place and
continue operation even after the center of the shunt bolt had lost contact during the
dry fire. The aftermath of the shunt bolt melting is visible in Fig. 5.25.

Figure 5.25: Muzzle location and shunt bolt remnants after dry fire on
April 20. The core of the bolt was vaporized during the dry fire, causing
a change in frequency.
As the data line remained in contact with the contact rail, the data collected from
the line is accurate. There is the expected translation and peak in the data set, but
the shunt bolt voltage takes over 25 ms to return to 0 V. With the loss of the shunt
bolt there was no way for current to cross over from one side of the barrel to the
other, resulting in the greater elapsed time.
To better contextualize this result, the data from the April 20 dry fire was compared
with the results of the nominal 5 kV dry fire from April 13 and the improved results
of the 5 kV dry fire on April 13. The Rogowski coil currents from these three dry
fires are shown in Fig. 5.26.
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Figure 5.26: A comparison between the Rogowski coil currents for a nominal 5 kV test on March 31, the improved 5 kV dry fire on April 13, and
the improved 7 kV dry fire on April 20.
The trends between the dry fires on April 13 and April 20 both follow similar paths,
with neither of their capacitive regions matching nominal dry fire such as the one
from March 31. Increasing the source voltage from 5 to 7 kV resulted in an increase
the peak current reading from the Rogowski coil current for the April 20 dry fire by
approximately 15 kA greater than the dry fire on April 13. Both dry fires follow similar
desired trends, indicating an improvement with the combined insulation scheme. The
dry fire on April 20 was the first time that a shunt bolt had melted during a dry fire
with the Mk. 2 Railgun, although it was the highest voltage ever used in a dry fire
for the system. The shunt voltage results are displayed in Fig. 5.27.
Both dry fires on April 13 and April 20 diverge from nominal operation but reach peak
voltage at similar times, with the di↵erence in magnitudes due to the di↵erent source
voltages. Although the source voltage increased by 2 kV the di↵erence between the
peak shunt voltages is approximately 1 kV, with neither matching the peak voltages
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Figure 5.27: A comparison between shunt voltages for a nominal 5 kV test
on March 31, the improved 5 kV dry fire on April 13, and the improved 7
kV dry fire on April 20.
for their respective dry fires. Once again, this is a result of losses present throughout
the rest of the system prior to reaching the shunt bolt.
The loss of the shunt bolt changed the frequency of the 7 kV dry fire, as charge had
no way to dissipate throughout the entire system without a shunt bolt. There is also
no agreement in the 7 kV dry fires about what the correct frequency is, seen in Fig.
5.17, due to the di↵erent failures experienced during the testing program. This means
that there can be no definitive conclusions drawn from the 7 kV as none of the dry
fires can be considered nominal.
After the April 20 dry fire the shunt bolt was replaced with a graphite resistor for
all future dry fires, with the new hardware shown in Fig. 5.28. This resistor had
been used in dry fires conducted by J. Maniglia and required no new hardware to
be connecte to the Mk. 2 barrel [17]. The newly implemented graphite resistor is
a variable resistor. To provide variable resistance the resistor stacks graphite plates
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together and applies pressure to them with a vise. When more pressure is applied
the graphite plates, the overall resistance decreases but relationship has not been
modeled.

Figure 5.28: Railgun set up for dry fires on April 24 and May 8. Also
shown is the new fiberglass clamps, introduced after the April 17 dry fire.
The graphite resistor was connected to the contact rails with high voltage cables
mounted to the bolt holes previously occupied by the shunt bolt. The data line was
moved from the outside of the contact rail to the graphite resistor. This reduced the
amount of components present in the limited space around the muzzle of the railgun
barrel and also verified that current was passing through the resistor during dry fires.
The introduction of the graphite resistor contributed to the failure experienced during
the April 24 dry fire, as one of the graphite plates was ejected during the dry fire.
This caused a gap between the plates, resulting in a loss of continuity in the system.
In all future dry fires the vise was hand tightened until it could not be any tighter.
This reduced system resistance but better secured all graphite plates as to not eject
them during dry fires. The loss of continuity on April 24 caused di↵erent results in
the Rogowski coil current and the shunt voltage readings, both shown in Fig. 5.29.
The Rogowski coil current has a vertical line when the graphite plate was ejected at
approximately 0.2 ms, and there is a gap in the data until the remaining graphite
plates regained contact, thereby reestablishing electrical continuity. The voltage at
the Rogowski coil is positive instead of negative because the graphite resistor failure
caused current to flow the opposite direction in the busbar terminal. There is a
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Figure 5.29: Rogowski coil current and shunt voltage for 7 kV dry fire on
April 24.
resonance frequency present in the Rogowski Coil data which is not present in any
other Rogowski Coil data set due to the lack ejection of the graphite plate.
A similarly unique outcome is seen in the shunt bolt data. There is the expected rise
in shunt voltage, and the expected resonance frequency does not return to the system
until approximately 5 ms. Voltage also does not decrease over the scope of the dry
fire, which does not match any other dry fire present in the 7 kV data set. The shunt
voltage does eventually decrease to 0 V but it requires more than 25 ms, a longer
period of time when compared to all other data sets.
The introduction of the graphite resistor also presented another arcing risk as the
high voltage cables required two bolts to connect them to the contact rails. Due to
the proximity of the bolts, KaptonTM tape was placed in between the two bolt heads.
This did little to eliminate arcing between the two bolts, as all layers of KaptonTM
tape were ejected during the dry fire. There were also signs of arcing found during
disassembly, with the findings in Fig. 5.30.
The bolts used to attach the high voltage cables to the muzzle of the railgun barrel
were selected to be 0.5 inches long, the shortest length that would fit through the
contact rail and have a nut tighten on to it with the high voltage line to the graphite
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Figure 5.30: The shunt bolts on the inside of the contact rails. Note the
contrast between the bolts and the soot around them.
resistor locked in between. This was done to provide a maximum gap between the
bolts at the muzzle bolt, a 0.2 inch gap.The entire body of the bolt was then covered
with a minimum of 3 layers of 5 mil KaptonTM tape. In Fig. 5.30 there is a contrast
between the bolts and nuts used to connect the cables and the surrounding area. The
cleanliness of the shunt bolts indicate the point where the arc started, with soot being
deposited on the surrounding contact rails and high voltage cables. For the dry fire
on May 8 the bolt heads were placed on the inside of the contact rails and covered
with a minimum of 25 mils of Kapton tape, but arcing was still observed between
the two bolts during barrel disassembly. There was a large arc during the May 8 dry
fire, but it was located at the breech of the railgun, breaking the bore spacer in the
process.

5.5.1

May 8 Dry Fire

No discernible voltage was detected during the dry fire on May 8, with the data
presented in Fig. 5.31. This was due to a catastrophic failure of the bore spacer.
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Figure 5.31: Rogowski coil current and shunt voltage plots from the May
8 dry fire.
The only feature of the data set is the standard vertical line seen at the beginning of
the test fire, and no other data. During the dry fire a large plume of smoke emanated
from both sides of the barrel. Pu↵s of smoke along the barrel are not uncommon, as
they are indicators of arcing in that particular location. Generally, arcs closer to the
center of the barrel only release smoke as sparks do not travel far enough down the
barrel to be visible. For the dry fire on May 8 however, sparks were seen on both ends
of the barrel, with a large plume of smoke ejected from both the breech and muzzle
of the railgun afterwards. This failure is shown in Fig. 5.32.

Figure 5.32: The stages of the arc on May 8. Note the arcs and corresponding smoke at both ends of the barrel.
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Upon further inspection of the railgun, the bore spacer had broken along the line of
holes that envelop the copper connector bars. Prior to the testing campaign it was
noted that there had been a crack in this portion of the bore spacer, but the crack
was not considered critical as vertical bore clearance is not a concern for dry fires and
the copper connector bars are locked in place by bolts at both ends. A comparison
of the crack observed at the start of the testing campaign and the results of the dry
fire on May 8 are seen in Fig. 5.33.

Figure 5.33: A comparison between the crack in the bore spacer prior to
dry fire on March 31, 2020 and the break in the bore spacer after dry fire
on May 8, 2020.
The crack had propagated through the outermost two holes that hold copper connector bars, weakening the corresponding connection in the bore spacer. This made this
location the most likely spot for a failure to occur if the bore spacer were to break.
The barrel had experienced two arcs, with one in between the bolts used to mount
the high voltage cables at the muzzle end but another one at the breech of the barrel.
Although each shunt bolt was covered with 25 mils of KaptonTM tape the insulation
scheme was still ine↵ective, likely caused by the complex geometry of the bolt head.
5 mil thick Kapton tape is not flexible enough to fold around the edges of the bolt
head, leading to the development of air gaps in the tape.
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Based on the soot present in the barrel the arc routed from the outermost augmentation rail and connected with nearest contact rail. The resulting force of the arc broke
the bore spacer and caused an immediate failure in the dry fire. The path of this arc
is shown in Fig. 5.34.

Figure 5.34: The current path, including arcing, from the May 8 dry fire.
Pitting from arcing was found at the muzzle end on the inside of rail 8. The pitting
is in line with the bolt positions in rail 7, whose bolts showed signs of arcing as the
bolt heads had been melted. All bolts showing signs of arc damage are replaced prior
to each test, assuring this damage occurred during the May 8 dry fire. These two
locations are shown in Fig. 5.35.

Figure 5.35: The position of the arc at the muzzle from the May 8 dry
fire.
As previously stated, bolts are a source of arcing due to the large amount of corners
present in their geometry. Another issue is that brass bolts are used to connect the
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copper connector bars the rails. Brass is about 25% as conductive as copper [28],
which is why the connection between the copper connector bars and the rails are so
important. Fig. 5.35 indicates is that the brass bolt experienced more current than
the 100 kV predicted by the Mk. 2 simulation and arced to the nearest surface, in
this case rail 8, even though there were 10 mils of KaptonTM tape between the two
surfaces.
The second arc was found at the breech end of rail number 8 and rail number 5,
indicated by further pitting along the rails and torn KaptonTM tape. This is shown
in Fig. 5.36. The location of this arc is important as rail 5 is a contact rail and the
last rail to see current before current returns to the busbars where it is read by the
Rogowski coil.

Figure 5.36: The position of the arc at the breech from the May 8 dry fire.
These results indicate that an arc occurred at the muzzle end of rail number 7 and
jumped to rail 8, followed along rail 8, and then arced to the breech end of rail number
5.
As shown in Fig. 5.34, the arc path bypasses the shunt bolt which is why the shunt
bolt has no reading for the dry fire. This path also occurs very quickly in the dry fire
as rail number 7 is the fourth rail to see charge. Due to how quickly this arc occurred,
the potential di↵erence between the two busbars rapidly returned to near 0 V. The
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new arc path allowed current to bypass the railgun barrel, which is why the Rogowski
coil returned the reading of approximately 0 V throughout the full data set.
The peak Rogowski coil current, peak shunt voltage, and the time required for both
to return to 0 kA or 0 kV is listed in table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Peak Rogowski coil current, shunt bolt current, and times to
return to 0 kA or 0 kV.
Test Date Max Current Return Time Max Voltage ( kV) Return Time
3/4/20
128 kA
5 ms
–
–
3/31/20
160 kA
5 ms
1.7 kV
> 25 ms
4/13/20
113 kA
5 ms
1.5 kV
25 ms
4/17/20
113 kA
7 ms
2.3 kV
0.6 ms
4/20/20
128 kA
11 ms
2.4 kV
> 25 ms
4/27/20
Undefined
1.8 ms
2.2 kV
25 ms
5/8/20
0 kA
0 ms
0 kV
0 ms

5.6

Model Validation

A primary feature of the work conducted by J. Maniglia was the development of
a mathematical model to simulate performance of the Mk. 2 Railgun [17]. The
model is written in MATLAB and generates simulated results for data acquisition
equipment while also presenting performance curves when provided with a set of
initial parameters. The MATLAB model incorporates experimentally obtained data
on the Mk. 2 Barrel’s electrical properties, and a regression-based model of the barrel
magnetic field in-tensity obtained from a finite-element program. The program is
described in Fig. 5.37 [18].
The system is built to simulate live fire results, but can be modified to simulate dry
fire results by defining the position of the projectile as fixed at the full length of
the rails. The physical properties of both the armature and the sabot need to be
defined as the same material as the shunt bolt. These changes were implemented and
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Figure 5.37: Overview of the railgun simulation model [18].
the rail inductance and rail resistance test parameters were adjusted to mimic the
performance of the April 20 dry fire, with the results presented in Fig. 5.38.

Figure 5.38: Overview of the railgun simulation model.
The modeled current in Fig. 5.38 agrees with the experimentally gathered data, but
underestimates the peak current. The test data and the simulation current match
until the phase change in the bolt begins, which fundamentally changed the resistance
in barrel during the dry fire. This speaks to the accuracy of the model when compared
to a dry fire with minimal arcing, but the di↵erence in peak voltages is still a cause for
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concern has the model has consistently underestimated this value when compared to
live fire data [18]. As the location and severity of arcing changes both the inductance
and resistance of the barrel, a deeper investigation of the resistance and inductance
modeling present in the Barrel Properties model is needed to make the model more
accurately match test data.
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Chapter 6
BARREL STRUCTURE FAILURE AND REDESIGN

6.1

Side Support Fatigue

Over the course of the testing campaign, wear was observed on the side support in
positions of high loading, with an example on the outside of the side spacer shown
in Fig. 6.1. Wear on the side supports is indicated by the lighter areas on the side
support, which translate to regions of delamination. Delamination indicates that the
layers are debonding from each other, resulting in a reduction of overall structural
strength of the side support.

Figure 6.1: Signs of wear on the outside of the side support. Note the
di↵erence in color between the lighter region inside of the black box versus
the larger region outside of the bolt holes.
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The region inside of the black box is the primary area of delamination on the outer
wall of the side support. The region of delamination matches the end geometry of the
outermost augmentation rail. Also note the white rings concentric to the bolt holes
which come from the washers pushing against the side support. This region was not
discolored when the side supports were first manufactured. The wear was not only
isolated to the outside of the side supports, as Fig. 6.2 shows wear on the inside as
well.

Figure 6.2: Signs of wear on the inside of the side support. Note the wear
in the center of the side support, in line with where the copper rails are
when the barrel is assembled.
The wear shown in Fig. 6.2 shows two di↵erent levels of severity for delamination.
The region in the center of the side support is lighter than the region outside of the
bolt holes, indicating delamination. There is also a region on the surface of the side
support where the cured epoxy resin has been removed, showing the weave of the
fiberglass. This region also emerged over the course of the dry fires and was caused
by a combination of the forces present in the barrel during dry fires as well as thermal
loading due to the high heat that is also present during dry fires. It is expected that
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the center of the bore spacer shows the most signs of wear, as per the FEMM model
this is the region with the highest magnetic force.

6.2

Side Support Failure

A 7 kV dry fire on May 8, 2020 resulted in two separate failure conditions. The first
failure was the cracking of the bore spacer which was discussed in 5.5.1, the final
propagation of a crack seen in the bore spacer prior to the testing campaign. The
second failure was the warping of the side supports, indicating either a torsional load
had been applied by the railgun or a lack of proper tightening of bolts prior to a dry
fire.
During disassembly it was noticed that both side supports had warped during the
dry fire, and confirmed by pressing both side supports together and observing the
separation along the edge, shown in Fig. 6.3.

Figure 6.3: The two side supports with inside faces pressed together. A
wood clamp was used to hold the flat sides of the side supports together
as they did not stand up on their own.
This is a result of thermal warping caused by arcing, similar to the delaminations
caused on the inner surface shown in Fig. 6.2, with a possibility of the bolts not being
tightened down properly as no torque specification has been defined for the railgun
barrel. The warping is consistent with the location of the arc observed from the
May 8 dry fire. This failure condition was replicated in ANSYS. The same materials
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and model used in the original simulation discussed in 3 were used, but the support
conditions were modified. Instead of all bolt holes being defined as fixed, three of the
bolt holes we allowed to move in the y axis which served as the vertical direction. The
bolt holes were not allowed to move in the other two direction, nor allowed to rotate.
This is equivalent to the three bolts in those holes not being properly tightened.
The results of these simulations can be seen in Fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Directional Deformation results from the o↵ nominal load case.
Units in meters.
The shape of this model mimics the failure observed from the dry fire, as one edge is
rotated and that rotation is translated down to the opposite side of the side support.
The maximum displacement from the simulation is 8.16e-3 m. From this simulation it
was realized that the main issue present in the current side support design was a lack
of rigidity in rotation. This issue was not observed when using the side supports used
by J. Maniglia [17] and P. Gilles [18]. This is because the side support used during
their testing campaigns had a large rib along the center of the part that resisted
rotational loading better than the flat side support. They had also used two pieces
of pulltruded fiberglass that was bonded together with epoxy and some plain weave
fiberglass.
From this failure, a new side support needed to be designed. As there was no change
to the rail geometry, and as loading is consistent regardless of side support geometry,
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the original load analysis done in FEMM seen in Chapter 3 was used. Any redesigned
part needed an increased factor of safety during nominal operations when compared
to the original design. During o↵ nominal operations, all new designs needed to have
a lower deflection and Von Mises stress when compared to the original design. The
objective of the redesign was to improve overall side support performance during
nominal operation without increasing overall thickness of the base side support. Four
di↵erent designs were evaluated, with all design options shown in Fig. 6.5.

Figure 6.5: The four considered designs for the new side supports.
All designs placed additional material along the centerline of the side support as
this was theorized to improve performance when torsional load was applied to the
structure. The 0.5 inch base thickness was retained as all designs built o↵ of the
original. Some designs included the additional pieces adhered at the ends of the side
support, allowing more material to take the load at the points furthest from a fixed
support.
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Design 1 places a rib of plain weave fiberglass, manufactured in the same wet layup
as the base side support, and adheres it along the center line of the base side support.
Design 2 takes from the design modeled by J. Maniglia [17] and used by both J.
Maniglia and P. Gilles by placing a 0.75 inch thick pultruded board on top of the
base side support and adhering it along the center line. This piece would need to
be pulltruded as 0.75 inches is too thick to be built by students with plain weave
fiberglass. Design 3 uses the same pultruded board location but uses additional
plain weave fiberglass pieces and adheres them at the ends. Design 4 adds a rib and
bumper blocks both made of plain weave fiberglass and adheres them on top of the
side support base. Simulation results are shown in Table 6.1. Full simulation results
are shown in Appendix C: Side Support Simlations.
Table 6.1: Results of the side support redesign with railgun operating
nominally.
Nominal Operation
All bolt holes fixed
44 point loads at 22614 N, spaced 1 inch apart from each other
Original Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 Design 4
Max Displacement (m)
2.5e-3
2.1e-3
2.2e-3
1.6e-3
1.7e-3
Max Equivalent Strain
4.9e-2
4.0e-2
3.8e-2
3.7e-2
3.9e-2
Max Von Mises Stress (Pa)
7.3e8
5.6e8
5.3e8
5.1e8
5.6e8
Factor of Safety
0.70
0.91
0.95
1
0.91
The new designs were also analyzed for o↵ nominal loading case to better estimate
rotational rigidity in case all bolts were not tightened properly. The results of this
simulation are shown in Table 6.2.
Although design 3 generates the best results during nominal operations it is the most
challenging part to produce due to the use of two di↵erent types of fiberglass, with
the base and bumper boards being made of plain weave fiberglass while the spine on
the back uses pultruded boards. The spine is made of pultruded boards because a
thickness of0.75 inches would require too much time to produce in a single wet layup.
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Table 6.2: Results of the side support redesign with railgun under o↵
nominal operations.
O↵ Nominal Operation (May 8 Failure Condition)
3 bolt holes fixed in X and Z axis, allowing vertical motion
All other bolt holes fixed
44 point loads of 22614 N, spaced 1 inch apart from each other
Original Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 Design 4
Max Displacement (m)
8.2e-3
6.7e-3
6.7e-3
5.8e-3
6.1e-3
Max Equivalent Strain
8.8e-2
8.3e-2
8.2e-2
8.0e-2
8.0e-2
Max Von Mises Stress (Pa)
1.4e9
1.2e9
1.2e9
1.2e9
1.1e9
Factor of Safety
0.36
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.46
It is possible to bond pultruded fiberglass boards to plain weave fiberglass, but the
strength of such a connection has not been tested. The interaction between the
pultruded board and the bumper blocks placed at the ends is also unknown. Design
4 only uses plain weave fiberglass, but retains the concern between the interface of the
spine and the bumper blocks at the end. The design could be conduced in a single wet
layup but would result in wasted material. Design 2 also uses the mixed plain weave
and pultruded fiberglass, once again a cause for concern. Design 1 improves on the
original design, and while not as e↵ective during nominal operations as design 3 nor
during o↵ nominal operations as design 4, the maximum equivalent elastic strain and
maximum Von Mises stress are within a 10 percent deviation of the optimal design
in either case. These interactions are challenging to model as fatigue will change this
interaction depending on the number of firings the side support is used for. Another
consideration present in this decision is the di↵erence between pulltruded and plain
weave fiberglass due to the fact that pultruded fiberglass is weaker in one direction
due to the production process of the material, which was a factor in the failure of the
side support used by J. Maniglia and P. Gilles. With all factors and simulation results
considered, design 1 was further analyzed due to the minimal changes required to the
initial design. These minimal changes reduce manufacturing difficulty. Per Tables 6.1
and 6.2, Design 1 has a Von Mises stress of 5.6e8 Pa during nominal operations, a
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23% reduction compared to the original design which translates to a higher factor of
safety. During o↵ nominal operations maximum displacement was decrease by 18%
and maximum Von Mises stress was decreased by 14%, meeting both criteria. The
areas of highest stress concentration remain around the bolt holes nearest to the edge
of the side support. Washers were once again included in the modeling to remain
accurate with barrel set up during railgun operations. The new design shown in Fig.
6.6.

Figure 6.6: Design 1 with washers, modeled in ANSYS.
For a more comprehensive understanding of the new design, the model was tested
under both nominal and o↵ nominal conditions. The results of these simulations are
compared to the results of the original design with washers in Table 6.3, with both
operational conditions shown.
During nominal operation, design 1 o↵ers lower directional deformation and equivalent strain, while Von Mises stress increases. These are indications of overall improvement in the side support, which is expected as there is more material present in
design 1 when compared to the original design. O↵ nominal operations are the more
important data set here, as the redesign o↵ers a decrease in overall system deflection
while having an increase in equivalent strain and the maximum Von Mises stress.
This result is misleading however, as the highest portions of stress are once again
stored in the washers, shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Table 6.3: Comparison of the results between design 1 with washers and
the original design with washers when modeled in ANSYS. Nominal and
o↵ nominal operations shown.
Nominal Operation
All Bolt Holes Fixed
44 Point Loads at 22614 N, Spaced 1 inch apart from each other
Original
Design 1
Max Displacement (m)
1.9e-3
1.7e-3
Max Equivalent Strain
5.0e-2
3.3e-2
Max Von Mises Stress (Pa)
1.5e9
1.6e9
Factor of Safety
1.002
2.849
O↵ Nominal Operation (May 8 Failure Condition)
3 bolt holes and washers constrained in X and Z axis, allowing vertical motion
All other bolt holes fixed
44 point loads at 22614 N, spaced 1 inch apart from each other
Original
Design 1
Max Displacement (m)
5.8e-2
2.2e-2
Max Equivalent Strain
9.5e-2
10e-2
Max Von Mises Stress (Pa)
2.8e9
6.0e9
Factor of Safety
0.658
0.766
From this analysis, washers should be included when these side supports are used.
This was kept in mind as design 1 was developed, as the rib is sized to leave enough
space for washers to fit without creating an interference fit with the rib. The rib
thickness was made the same thickness as the base layer of the side support so that
the entire side support assembly can be manufactured in a single, larger wet layup
versus two layups of di↵erent sizes. The rib could then be adhered to the back of the
side support base afterwards.
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Figure 6.7: Von Mises stress for design 1 under o↵ nominal conditions,
with a focus on the highest stress area.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION

7.1

Conclusions from Work

A model of the rails was developed in the FEMM program to calculate the magnetic
force present in the rails during firing. FEMM is limited to two dimensional analysis,
therefore the depth of the rails had to be defined as 44 inches. Due to the transient
nature of the railgun firing process an assumed frequency 1.5 kHz was used for the
FEMM simulations. The results of these magnetic loading simulation allowed for
structural simulations to be conducted in ANSYS.
A model of a prospective side support design was inserted in to ANSYS where load
conditions were assigned using the results of the FEMM simulations. From these
simulations the design showed promise, but the stress concentration near the bolt
holes was concerning. Washers were added to the design to distribute stress on the
side support surface. Additional simulations were conducted in ANSYS to verify this
new design, with results indicating the design had a safety factor greater than 1.
With simulations concluded the side supports were then manufactured by students,
using plain weave fiberglass held together with epoxy and extra slow hardener. Once
the side supports had cured they were cut to size and all holes were drilled. There was
an attempt to use a waterjet to cut the holes in the side supports, but this resulted
in delamination around the holes and forced the piece to be scrapped. A third side
support was then manufactured.
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With side supports completed all rails were assessed for damage and deformation
caused from previous tests. Arc damage was observed in various locations around
the rails and multiple ribs were shown to be bent out of place. The rails were then
modified by trimming all of the ribs on all of the rails down by approximately 0.25
inches. This allowed for various insulation methods to be tested without worrying
about an interference fit between the rails and the side spacers that surround them
during the railgun firing.
Insulation types were considered for testing. Most of them did not allow for the railgun to be consistently assembled and disassembled, which led to 4226 Super Corona
Dope being chosen. Corona Dope o↵ers similar properties as KaptonTM tape but
eliminates the risk of air gaps between the rail and the insulation layer, which had
been considered an issue in previous railgun firing. Corona dope was applied to the
rails using the spray application method. The rails were baked out in an oven to
cure the Corona Dope. Although there were issues during the bake out they were all
resolved prior to the start of the testing campaign.
Three dry fires were conducted at 5 kV to test di↵erent insulation methods. The
combined insulation method, which employs both Corona Dope and KaptonTM tape
was determined to be the best route forward per the waveform charts recorded during
all dry fires. With this chosen, four additional dry fires were conducted at 7 kV.
The 7 kV dry fires had no consistency in their data sets, due to a variety of reasons.
The first 7 kV dry fire destroyed the fiberglass clamp used at the breach, forcing
it to be replaced with replacement fiberglass pieces originally intended to be a side
support. The second 7 kV dry fire melted the shunt bolt, indicating promising results
but these could not be verified. This also indicated that dry fires should not be
attempted at above 5 kV, as a single shunt bolt is not capable of handling such high
loads. A graphite resistor was used for all other tests after the shunt bolt had been
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melted, but presented further issues as the bolts required to connect the resistor to
the railgun barrel arced to each other, regardless of the amount of insulation. The
graphite resistor may allow for higher voltages dry fires but additional thought must
be placed about how to properly insulate the shunt portion of the railgun.
The final 7 kV dry fire cracked one of the bore spacers and warped the fiberglass
side spacers to a point where they were no longer usable. A review was conducted to
track the arc to better understand the loading conditions that resulted in a warping
of the side supports. This secondary loading condition was considered the o↵ nominal case, and should be included in all future structural analysis simulations. The
original design was tested with this new o↵ nominal loading condition, both with
and without washers. Four new designs were developed, using a mix of plain weave
fiberglass and pulltruded fiberglass. The new designs were tested for both the nominal and o↵ nominal load conditions and then compared. The design performance
and manufacturability were both factors when choosing a new design. A design that
could be produced by students on campus was further evaluated, and washers were
added to the model and both load cases were evaluated again. Once again, washers
improved performance and should be included in the design when manufactured.

7.2

Future Work

With the additional damage caused by the most recent testing campaign new rails
should be fabricated. New designs with rounded edges at all corners should be evaluated.
The copper bars used to connect the rails together are also beginning to show signs
of wear and must be replaced. Various bars show arc damage on the surface as
well as having damage present in the threaded portions. New copper bars should be
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produced, and calculations should be performed to determine the required air gap to
avoid arcing at test voltages. FEMM analysis should be conducted to analyze the
e↵ects of adding space between the rails. Although this will reduce the magnetic force
present in the barrel it will help with the arcing problem. A reduction in arcing will
improve overall system efficiency, but may highlight other issues.
One required system improvement is the fabrication of new side supports. New designs
have been proposed but further research is necessary to develop a system capable of
withstanding maximum loading during both load cases that have been identified.
New bore spacers and side spacers have already been fabricated, but a system used
to keep them flat in between fires would be beneficial. Both the bore spacers and
side spacers warp over a testing campaign due to the thermal loads present from fires.
The dry fire on May 8 was initially meant to be a live fire but the projectile could
not slide down the barrel due to how warped the bore spacers were. Procedures had
been updated to accommodate this, shown in Appendix F: Live Fire Procedure. A
system that could keep the bore and side spacers flat would ease assembly.
Another improvement that can be made is being capable of estimating the life expectancy of any fiberglass side supports. No matter what side supports are being
used, the ability to estimate lifespan will help avoid damage to the system caused
by side support failures. As fatigue is the primary method of failure experienced by
these side supports extensive testing would have to be conducted to establish an SN
curve for any proposed design.
Another improvement would be the introduction of a torque specification for the bolts
used to hold the railgun barrel together. Throughout the previous test campaigns
bolts had been tightened to a point where the operator felt secure in the barrel
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assembly without a target value. A defined torque value will add further consistency
to test parameters.
Finally, additional photographs and diagrams should be introduced to all procedures
to provide additional clarity. Current procedures depend on prior knowledge.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
APPENDIX A: TEST DATA

Figure A.1: Rogowski Coil current measurements for March 4 dry fire.
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Figure A.2: Rogowski Coil current measurements for March 31 dry fire.
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Figure A.3: Shunt bolt voltage measurements for the March 31 dry fire.
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Figure A.4: Rogowski Coil current measurements for April 13 dry fire.
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Figure A.5: Shunt bolt voltage measurements for the April 13 dry fire.
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Figure A.6: Rogowski Coil current measurements for April 17 dry fire.
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Figure A.7: Shunt bolt voltage measurements for the April 17 dry fire.
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Figure A.8: Rogowski Coil current measurements for April 20 dry fire.
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Figure A.9: Shunt bolt voltage measurements for the April 20 dry fire.
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Figure A.10: Rogowski Coil current measurements for April 24 dry fire.
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Figure A.11: Shunt bolt voltage measurements for the April 24 dry fire.
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Figure A.12: Rogowski Coil current measurements for May 8 dry fire.
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Figure A.13: Shunt bolt voltage measurements for the May 8 dry fire.
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Appendix B
APPENDIX B: UPDATED RAIL DRAWINGS
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Appendix C
APPENDIX C: SIDE SUPPORT SIMULATIONS

Figure C.1: Original side support simulations under nominal conditions.
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Figure C.2: Original side support simulations under o↵ nominal conditions.

Figure C.3: Original side support simulations under nominal conditions
with washers included.
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Figure C.4: Original side support simulations under o↵ nominal conditions
with washers included.

Figure C.5: Design 1 side support simulations under nominal conditions.
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Figure C.6: Design 1 side support simulations under o↵ nominal conditions.

Figure C.7: Design 1 side support simulations under nominal conditions
with washers included.
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Figure C.8: Design 1 side support simulations under o↵ nominal conditions
with washers included.

Figure C.9: Design 2 side support simulations under nominal conditions.
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Figure C.10: Design 2 side support simulations under o↵ nominal conditions.

Figure C.11: Design 3 side support simulations under nominal conditions.
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Figure C.12: Design 3 side support simulations under o↵ nominal conditions.

Figure C.13: Design 4 side support simulations under nominal conditions.
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Appendix D
APPENDIX D: ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
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Last Revised: 7/6/2020

Mk. 2 Pre-Test Assembly Procedures
Required Equipment
Name
¾” Ratchet Set
¾” Wrench
7/16” Wrench
7/8” Ratchet Set
7/8” Wrench
Clamps
Cutting Tool
Dead Blow Mallet
Flat Head Screwdriver
Metal File
Multimeter
Rubber Mallet
Sanding Block

Qty
1
1
2
1
1
AR
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

1

Last Revised: 7/6/2020
Parts Components List
Name
1 Mil Kapton Tape, 2” Wide
½” Washer (9/16” ID, 1 3/8” OD, .073-.083”
Thick)
½-13 Nut
½-13 Bolt, 3-3/4” Long
¼-20 Brass Machine Screw, 3/8” Long
¼-20 Steel Bolt, 1-5/8” Long
¼-20 Stainless Steel Nut
¼” Stainless Steel Washer
1500 Grit Sand Paper
5 Mil Kapton Tape, 2” Wide
Copper Connectors
Copper Rails
Degreaser
Denatured Alcohol
Electroless Silver Powder
Muzzle Data Cable
Paper Towels
Rough Grit Sandpaper
Side Support
Silver Paste
Vinyl Tape
Bore Spacer
Side Spacer

Qty
AR
104
52
52
24
1
1
2
AR
AR
12
8
AR
AR
AR
1
AR
AR
2
AR
AR
2
4

2

Last Revised: 7/6/2020
1. Damage Assessment
1.1. Inspect all copper rails (Qty 8), copper connectors (Qty 12), and ¼-20 Brass Machine Screw, 3/8”
Long (Qty 24) for damage from previous test. Focus on arc damage, new soot, and destroyed
Kapton tape.
1.2. If soot is deposited on Kapton tape but tape is not torn or ripped, wipe down tape with paper
towels until soot is removed.
1.3. Remove damaged Kapton tape, if required.
1.4. If new arc damage is present on uncoated copper, wet sand area with 1500 Grit Sand Paper until
smooth again. Sharp edges increase the risk of arcing.
1.5. If new soot is present on uncoated copper, apply degreaser and wipe away soot with paper towels.
1.6. If new soot is present on areas with Corona Dope, clean area with denatured alcohol until clean.
1.7. Visually inspect bore spacers and side spacers for soot, damage, and warpage from previous test.
1.8. To remove soot, wet sand area with rough grit sandpaper. Use a sanding block on larger areas.
2. Tape Reapplication
2.1. Obtain all copper connectors (Qty 12).
2.2. For all copper connectors without Kapton tape, apply degreaser and wipe away soot with paper
towels.
Note: Steps 2.3 to 2.7 are done to minimize wasted Kapton tape and reduce risk of air gap
between connectors and layers of Kapton tape.
2.3. Lift up approximately 1 inch of 5 mil Kapton tape from the roll. Set connector between strip of
Kapton tape and remainder of the roll. Apply tape strip to connector. Trim away any length of
Kapton tape that does not adhere to connector. Lengthwise overhang will be cut in a later step.
2.4. Rotate connector along surface of roll of Kapton tape until 2 layers have been applied.
2.5. Remove rolled connector from remaining roll of Kapton tape.
2.6. Add additional layers of 1 mil thick Kapton tape to connector, until copper connector is snug in
bore spacer. Each connector should be able to slide into bore spacer without tape bunching, but
not slide out freely.
2.7. After enough Kapton tape has been applied, trim away excess Kapton tape on both ends of all
copper connectors with scissors. Kapton tape must be flush with the ends of connectors as any
overlap interferes with proper electrical contact.
2.8. Use a degreaser to clean uncoated side of all augmentation rails that need new Kapton tape.
Note: Complete steps 2.9 to 2.11 for all rails requiring new tape. Repeat steps as required.
Note: Layers of 5 mil Kapton must overlap along center beam of all rails.
2.9. Apply a strip of 5 mil Kapton tape lengthwise along rail, leaving bolt holes uncovered. Apply one
edge of Kapton tape on far side of center beam.
2.10. Apply a second strip of 5 mil Kapton tape lengthwise along rail, leaving bolt holes uncovered.
3
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Apply one side of Kapton tape on near side of center beam, overlapping with the first strip of
Kapton tape.
2.11. If taping an augmentation rail, wrap each piece of Kapton tape around back side. Allow rail to
rest on top of tape for full adhesion.
2.12. Wipe down all brass machine screws (Qty 24) to remove soot and residual silver paste. Use
denatured alcohol to remove soot. Replace all brass screws with excessive damage.
2.13. File down all sharp edges on head of brass screws with a metal file, if required. This is done to
reduce risk of arcing from sharp corners.
3. Live Fire Preparation – Only complete this section if preparing for a live fire. R/NR
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.
3.5.

Obtain both contact rails.
Wet sand both projectile contact areas with 1500 grit sandpaper until surface is clean.
Apply a strip of vinyl tape to lower edge of contact area along full length of contact rail.
Apply a second strip of vinyl tape to upper edge of contact area along full length of contact rail.
Rub electroless silver powder into contact area between vinyl tape with a cloth until contact
surface is one firm silver color. Wipe away excess silver powder after application.
3.6. Repeat steps 3.2 through 3.5 for other contact rail.
3.7. Verify all brass screws (Qty 24) have all edges filed down. File down edges as required. This is
done to reduce risk of arcing from sharp corners.
4. Assembly Preparation
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.
4.4.

Set contact rails aside.
Lay out augmentation rails from shortest to longest.
Lay out copper connectors from shortest to longest.
Mix silver paste until no solid chunks remain in container.

5. Assembly
Note: Copper connectors and augmentation rails are used shortest to longest during assembly. Rails
will be connected in the following order: 4, 5, 6, 3, 7, 2, 8, 1, per drawing. Copper connectors will be
used in the following order: 3, 4, 2, 5, 1, 6, per drawing. The shortest copper connectors, set 3, are at
the breech.
Note: Slits may be cut in Kapton tape to aid in bending around complex geometry.
Note: System continuity may be verified at any time during assembly.
5.1. Lay both bore spacers on table with copper connector holes closest to each other.
5.2. On connector set 3, apply silver paste around bolt hole on a single side of each connector.
5.3. Place the side of connector set 3 with silver paste over bolt holes on rail 4. Connect with brass
screws (Qty 2), hand tight.
5.4. Insert connector set 3 in to corresponding holes in bore spacer.
4
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5.5. Flip assembly. Lay rail 5 on top of bore spacers.
5.6. Connect rail 4 to rail 5 by inserting ¼-20 Stainless Steel Bolt, 1-5/8” Long (Qty 1) shunt bolt at
muzzle. Place ¼” Stainless Steel Washer (Qty 2) on outside of both contact rails. Connect muzzle
data cable on outside of either contact rail.
5.7. Secure in place with ¼-20 Stainless Steel Nut (Qty 1). The shunt bolt cannot be inserted after side
supports are installed.
5.8. Verify system continuity with multimeter.
5.9. Apply Kapton tape, either thickness, around muzzle end of contact rails and shunt bolt. This area
will arc to contact rails if left uninsulated.
5.10. Verify system continuity with multimeter.
5.11. Insert connector set 4 in to corresponding holes in bore spacer.
5.12. Apply silver paste around bolt hole on one side of each connector in connector set 3 and 4.
5.13. Connect rail 6 to connector set 3 and 4 with brass screws (Qty 4). Verify all ribs on rails are
aligned.
5.14. Flip assembly.
5.15. Tighten connector set 3 using screwdrivers on both sides.
5.16. Cut two strips of 5 mil Kapton tape approximately 3 inches long. Place them on top of each other
and apply lengthwise across the bolts, with some overlap to the preexisting Kapton tape already
on rails. Press tape over edge of rail.
5.17. Insert connector set 2 in to corresponding holes in bore spacer.
5.18. Apply silver paste around bolt hole on one side of each connector in connector set 2 and 4.
5.19. Connect rail 3 to connectors set 2 and 4 with brass screws (Qty 4). Verify all ribs are aligned.
5.20. Flip assembly.
5.21. Tighten connector set 4 using screwdrivers on both sides.
5.22. Cut two strips of Kapton tape approximately 3 inches long. Place them on top of each other and
apply lengthwise across brass bolts, overlapping with Kapton tape already on the rails. Press tape
over edge of rail. Repeat for both ends of the rail.
5.23. Insert connector set 5 in to corresponding holes in bore spacer.
5.24. Apply silver paste around bolt hole on one side of each connector in connector set 2 and 5.
5.25. Connect rail 7 to connectors set 2 and 5 with brass screws (Qty 4). Verify all ribs are aligned.
5.26. Flip assembly.
5.27. Tighten connector set 2 using screwdrivers on both sides.
5.28. Cut two strips of Kapton tape approximately 3 inches long. Place them on top of each other and
apply lengthwise across the bolts, with some overlap to the preexisting Kapton tape already on the
rails. Press tape over edge of rail. Repeat for both ends of the rail.
5.29. Insert connector set 1 in to corresponding holes in bore spacer.
5.30. Apply silver paste around bolt hole on one side of each connector in connector set 1 and 5.
5.31. Connect rail 2 to connectors set 1 and 5 with brass screws (Qty 4). Verify all ribs are aligned.
5.32. Flip assembly.
5.33. Tighten connector set 5 using screwdrivers on both sides.
5.34. Cut two strips of Kapton tape approximately 3 inches long. Place them on top of each other and
apply lengthwise across the bolts, with some overlap to the preexisting Kapton tape already on the
rails. Press tape over edge of rail. Repeat for both ends of the rail.
5.35. Insert connector set 6 in to corresponding holes in bore spacer.
5
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5.36.
5.37.
5.38.
5.39.
5.40.

5.41.
5.42.
5.43.
5.44.

5.45.

Apply silver paste around bolt hole on one side of each connector in connector set 1 and 6.
Connect rail 8 to connectors set 1 and 6 with brass screws (Qty 4). Verify all ribs are aligned.
Flip assembly.
Tighten connector set 1 using screwdrivers on both sides.
Cut two strips of Kapton tape approximately 3 inches long. Place them on top of each other and
apply lengthwise across the bolts, with some overlap to the preexisting Kapton tape already on the
rails. Press tape over edge of rail. Repeat for both ends of the rail.
Apply silver paste around bolt hole on one side of each connector in connector set 6.
Connect rail 1 to connectors set 6 with brass screws (Qty 2). Verify all ribs are aligned.
Tighten connector set 6 using screwdrivers on both sides.
Cut two strips of Kapton tape approximately 3 inches long. Place them on top of each other and
apply lengthwise across the bolts, with some overlap to the preexisting Kapton tape already on the
rails. Press tape over edge of rail.
Verify system continuity with multimeter. If not continuous, verify continuity across shunt bolt.
The shunt bolt may be tightened if required. If still not continuous, work inward until problem is
found and resolved.

6. Side Support Assembly
6.1. Take photos of all edges of side supports to track delamination.
6.2. Trim Kapton tape along barrel to reduce amount of tape between bore spacer and side spacers.
Pay special attention to area near bolted connectors as this is the area with the most tape.
6.3. Place two Delrin side spacers on both sides of bore spacers on top side of barrel assembly.
Note: If side spacers are curved, place curve facing inward such that the furthest point between
side spacer and bore spacer is in the center of the barrel.
6.4. Insert ½-13 Bolt, 3-3/4” Long (Qty 2) through side spacers and bore spacer in furthest holes from
center. Use dead blow mallet if required.
6.5. Place a side spacer on both sides of both bore spacers, 4 side spacers in total, on bottom side of
barrel assembly.
6.6. Insert ½-13 Bolt, 3-3/4” Long (Qty 2) through side spacers and bore spacer in furthest holes from
center. Use dead blow mallet as required. All bolts must go in the same direction.
6.7. Rotate barrel until bolt heads are facing the table.
6.8. Place side support on top of barrel assembly, sliding four bolts through corresponding holes.

6.9. Starting from the bottom left corner, insert a bolt ½-13 Bolt, 3-3/4” Long (Qty 8) and 1/2”
Washer (Qty 8) every fourth hole, alternating from left to right side every time. Note that these
bolts will pointing opposite direction of corner bolts. Follow pattern until bolts meet in center.
Reference Figure 1 as required.
6.10. Drive out corner bolts and replace with ½-13 Bolt, 3-3/4” Long (Qty 4) and 1/2” Washer (Qty 4)
going same direction as bolts inserted in previous step.
6.11. Flip assembly.
6
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6.12. Place other side support on top of bolts. Verify side support alignment markings match.
6.13. Slide other side support on. If holes are not aligned, hit side support with rubber mallet and apply
clamps on bore and side spacers as required.
6.14. Insert remaining ½-13 Bolt, 3-3/4” Long (Qty 40) and ½ washers (Qty 40). Use dead blow mallet
as required.
6.15. Stand assembly on side supports.
6.16. Apply ½-13 nuts (Qty 52) and washers (Qty 52) on other side bolts. Use rubber mallet or clamps
as required to tighten side supports on barrel.
6.17. Tighten all nuts until they cannot be tightened any more.
6.18. Verify continuity with multimeter.

Figure 1 – Bolt Locations for Applying Side Supports
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Mk. 2 Capacitor Bank Operational Procedure
Barrel Dry Fire (NO PROJECTILE)
Before the setup and execution of test, assemble all hardware and set up any required data acquisition
equipment. In the event of off-nominal behavior, skip to Section 7: Discharging Capacitors and
complete all steps through Post-Testing before rectifying the problem. If there is no off-nominal
activity, proceed through each of the sections in order. When a step or steps need to be initialized that will
be done on the post-testing documentation and on the procedure hard copy.

Test Personnel Responsibilities
For any given railgun or capacitor bank operation, there must be at least two members of the EMRG
Team present in order to fill the roles of Firing Director and Safety Officer. These two positions are to be
appointed prior to any setup or testing. Below are the roles of each of the personnel.
I.

Firing Director
The Firing Director (FD) is ultimately in charge of the rail gun firing. More specifically, the FD is
responsible for the setup of the rail gun, including but not limited to the aiming, the wiring, the
capacitor bank and anything else that is necessary for the rail gun to fire. In the event that only
two people are present to fire the railgun, the FD is also responsible for data collection. The FD is
responsible for firing the rail gun, so has final say in who gets to fire the system. The FD is also
the leader of the team during firing, so is able to give any directions necessary for the proper
firing of the rail gun as long as these directions do not impose a safety hazard. As part of this, the
FD can assign new positions as needed. The FD is also the only person who can give orders
during a firing besides safety issues. At any point, the FD can call a cease fire.

II.

Safety Officer
The Safety Officer (SO) is responsible for the safety aspect of the firing. This includes but is not
limited to properly announcing an encountered hazard, ensuring all safety equipment (ear and eye
protection) is worn during the firing, and deciding if the rail gun is safe to be worked on. The SO
is also responsible for stopping any firing if a cease fire is called for. The FD and SO must both
agree for the railgun to be fired for it to be possible to fire. The SO must agree with the FD before
allowing anyone to approach the railgun at any point during a firing. At any point, the SO can call
a cease fire.

III.

Data Recorder
If more than two of the railgun team are at a firing, a third position, Data Recorder (DR) is
available. The DR is responsible for connecting the data recording equipment and recording data
during the firing of the railgun. During the firing the DR runs the computer, cameras and other
systems that record data.
NOTE: If only two people are at a firing, the responsibility of the DR is passed to the FD, who
can then delegate responsibilities to the SO as needed. At any point, the DR can call a cease fire.
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IV.

Operations Overseer
Like the DR, the Operations Overseer (OO) is a position that can be filled if more team members
are present at a firing. The OO is responsible for reading the checklist and ensuring it is followed.
The OO is also responsible for making necessary changes to the procedure and noting any
deviations from the firing procedure.
NOTE; If only two people are present the responsibilities of the OO are passed to the FD, who
can delegate to the SO as they see fit. At any point, the OO can call a fire hold.

V.

Other Members
Beyond four people, any additional personnel will be assigned jobs at the discretion of the FD as
needed. Any duty performed by any member of the firing team needs to be approved by the FD
and SO, and in the case of data collection also needs to be approved by the DR, if applicable. At
any point, any member of the firing team can call a fire hold.

VI.

Non-Team Personnel
Any person present to observe the railgun firing is considered non-team personnel and must listen
to any directions given by the FD, SO, or OO.

VII.

Required Personnel
Dr. Kira Abercromby or Cody Mac Thompson must be present for testing.
Required Personnel Signature: _______________________________________
NOTE: The FD and SO must brief any non-team personnel on safety hazards and precautions
present during a test. Extra copies of the procedure must be available to be given and reviewed by
these individuals so that they are aware of all necessary steps and precautions taken to maintain
the safety of all personnel.

Present Safety Hazards
Operation of the capacitor bank and railgun presents many safety hazards that all personnel must be aware
of at all times. Given the amount of energy that can be stored and released by the system, failure to meet
safety standards can result in property damage, serious injury, and even death. Be sure to follow all
precautions and procedures in order to ensure the safety of everyone. Below are the potential hazards
present during a railgun or capacitor bank firing:
1. High energy electrical wiring
○ A railgun requires a very large amount of voltage and current in order to fire properly.
This means that when the system is turned on, there is a serious shock hazard. After the
high voltage power supply is plugged in, unless necessary for the procedure, DO NOT
touch any wiring or circuitry. Doing so can cause serious harm to both the system and
yourself. If any exposed wiring or non-shielded circuitry is found within the viewing
area, the FD and SO must stop all testing and address the problem.
2
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2. High velocity projectiles (Not for dry fire or dummy load testing)
○ The point of the railgun is to fire a projectile at extremely high speeds. This is inherently
dangerous, but if all of the necessary steps are taken, this can be done safely. Always be
aware of nearby personnel, and ensure that the railgun has the necessary projectile
stopping mechanisms.
3. Electrical grease and other chemicals
○ To ensure proper electrical connections, electrical grease and silver paste are used. These
chemicals are not corrosive or extremely hazardous, but can still cause harm if not
handled correctly. Always makes sure to keep chemicals away from the head, and wear
proper protective clothing when handling any chemicals.
4. Hearing Hazards
○ When fired, the railgun is extremely loud and can damage an unprotected eardrum. All
personnel must have ear protection to be worn during a firing procedure.
1. Pre-Setup Checklist
1.1. Brief all personnel on duties and safety precautions.
1.2. Clear test cell of non-required personnel, any flammable materials, and put up Danger/Caution
tape around exposed output conductors.
1.3. Verify all switches on HV Power Supply and Control Rack are in ‘Off’ position, and that the
Control Rack Charge/Discharge switch is in the ‘Discharge’ position.
1.4. Verify all indicator lights on Control Rack, HV Supply, and Trigger Generator are not
illuminated.
1.5. Verify railgun barrel is securely connected to capacitor bank output.
1.5.1. Verify railgun barrel is NOT loaded.
1.5.2. Test continuity of railgun barrel to ensure shunt bolt contact.
1.6. Verify HV cables are disconnected.
1.7. Record offset for both capacitor bank voltage readouts.
Left Voltage Readout Offset: _______________
Right Voltage Readout Offset: _______________
1.8. Verify capacitor bank power cable is disconnected.
1.9. Verify data acquisition equipment functionality.
1.10. Verify HV gloves are free of cracks by holding gloves up to light and looking for light shining
through.
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
1.11. Place “Railgun Firing In Progress, Do Not Enter” signs on all prop lab entrances.
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2. Initial setup and Test of Resistor Bank
2.1. Plug in power cable between capacitor bank and test cell Molex connector.
2.2. Verify earth ground connection to capacitor bank is disconnected.
2.3. Plug in power cable between control rack and Control Room Molex connector.
2.4. Plug Control rack power strip into wall and turn on power strip via switch on power strip.
2.5. Test operation of resistor fans by moving ‘AC Line PWR’ switch to the ‘On’ position. This will
turn fans on, whether resistors are connected to power bank or not.
2.6. Test operation of resistor solenoids by flipping Charge/Discharge switch to ‘Charge’ position.
Resistor solenoids should audibly click upward, disconnecting capacitors from resistor bank.
Flipping switch back to ‘Discharge’ position should audibly click the solenoids back down,
connecting capacitors to resistor bank.
2.7. Turn off AC Line PWR.
3. Continued Setup and Pressure System – R/NR
3.1. If switch is not to be pressurized, skip this section.
3.2. Ensure that all valves on the Control rack are closed
3.3. Connect PVC tube IN to the IN port on the cap bank, and on the OUT port on the Control rack
3.4. Connect PVC tube OUT to the OUT port on the cap bank, and on the VENT port on the Control
rack
3.5. Connect the compressed air tank regulator to the IN port on the Control rack.
3.6. If this is the initial test, skip down to “Continued setup”
3.6.1. Initial pressure for testing will be 0 psig
3.7. Open valve on compressed air tank, pressurizing the regulator
3.8. Open valve on regulator, pressurizing the Control rack IN valve
3.8.1. Now open the valve that pressurizes the gauge on the control rack
3.8.2. Give the gauge time to level off
3.8.3. Open the valve to pressurize the spark gap switch
3.8.4. Pressurization should be according to manufacturer’s suggested operation curve (below)
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4. Continued Setup and HV Power Supply
4.1. Verify Variac on HV Power Supply is turned to 0 volts.
4.2. Verify there are no shorting cables across smoothing capacitors, or any other obstructions within
HV Power Supply.
4.3. Verify there are no objects contacting barrel rails except for capacitor bank output busbars and
data acquisition equipment, and that barrel is not loaded with a projectile.
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
4.4. Secure railgun barrel to capacitor bank output busbars.
4.5. Noting the + and – cables and inserting them properly, plug HV cables into capacitor bank.
Switching these cables will permanently damage capacitors by reverse voltage.
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
4.6. Verify fiber optic cable is plugged into BNC to fiber box.
4.7. Leave test cell and enter control room. Verify test cell is clear. No one may enter test cell until
testing has been completed.
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
4.8. Noting the + and – cables and inserting them properly, plug HV cables into HV Power Supply.
Switching these cables will permanently damage capacitors by reverse voltage.
4.9. Plug in 120VAC power for HV Power Supply.
4.10. Turn on line power to HV Power Supply.

Danger: Shock hazard, energized circuit.
4.11. Actuate output switch on and off, visually confirming knife switch movement each time.
4.12. Return output switch to ‘Off’ position.
4.13. Plug in 3-phase power for HV Power Supply.
4.14. Turn breaker to ‘On’ position.
Caution: Capacitors are now capable of charging.
Verify data acquisition, camera, and all other equipment being utilized during test is ready.
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5. Charging the Capacitors
5.1. On Control Rack, turn AC Line Power ‘On’.
5.2. Flip Charge/Discharge switch to ‘Charge’.
5.3. On Control Rack, turn Trigger Pwr 1 switch ‘On’.
5.4. Arm firing button.
5.5. Turn HV Power Supply Output switch ‘On’.
5.6. All personnel put on ear protection.
5.7. To charge capacitors, slowly ramp up voltage using Variac. If breaker blows, set Variac to zero
and return breaker to ‘On’ position. Then, ramp voltage up on capacitors more slowly.
5.8. One team member must watch capacitor bank voltage readout during this process and call out
every 500 Volts.
5.9. Continue to slowly increase voltage until target voltage is reached.
Target Voltage: _______________
6. Firing Sequence
6.1. Firing Director will count down from 5, and press fire button.
6.1.1. If the capacitors do not discharge, repeat step 6.1.
6.1.2. If capacitors do not discharge on second attempt, procedure must be completed through
step 7.10 before troubleshooting may begin.
6.2. After capacitors discharge, turn Variac down to 0.
6.3. Flip Control Rack charge/discharge switch to 'Discharge' position.
6.4. Turn trigger power ‘Off’.
6.5. Visually confirm that capacitors are slowly discharging through resistor bank to 0V.
6.6. Disarm firing button.
6.7. Turn HV Power Supply power ‘Off’.
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7. Post Testing: Vent Switch, Discharge Capacitors, and Safe the System
7.1. Unplug 3-phase and 120VAC on HV Power Supply.
7.2. If capacitors must be discharged due to off-nominal behavior, switch charge/discharge switch to
“Discharge”. Capacitors will discharge through resistor bank.
7.3. R/NR If switch is pressurized:
7.3.1. On the Control Rack, use the vent switch to vent the air from the switch Flip the 'Vent'
valve switch open. This allows the compressed air to go through the switch and back out,
vented into the control room.
7.3.2. While the vent valve is open, turn off the supply to the regulator on the air tank
7.3.3. Turn the regulator down to zero pressure
7.3.4. Turn off the main valve to the switch
7.3.5. Turn off the Vent and Set Pressure valves
7.4. Before entering room:
7.4.1. Put on Lineman HV gloves.
7.4.2. Verify charge voltage on the capacitor bank is ~ 0 volts.
7.4.3. Verify REF voltage meter is below 400V. If not, wait for REF voltage to be less than
400V. You may not enter test cell if REF voltage is greater than 400V.
While in test cell:
7.5. Using dump stick, short capacitors to bring their voltage to 0 by touching positive plate inside the
capacitor cart. Slight arcing during this operation is SAFE and NORMAL and will not damage
capacitors.
7.6. Attach grounding cable to a 120VAC power plug in test cell to ground system for service and
storage.
7.7. Wait 10 seconds then unplug grounding cable and return cable to capacitor bank.
If finished with testing or changing setup:
7.8. Disconnect HV cables from capacitor bank panel and place in 5 gal storage bucket.
7.9. Verify BOTH voltage meters are reading 0 VOLTS
7.9.1. If the REF voltage meter is reading a voltage >200V, tap the dump stick to frame. This
forces the negative terminal of capacitors to earth GND.
DO NO ATTEMPT AT VOLTAGE GREATER THAN 500V. DOING SO WILL PERMANENTLY
DAMAGE SYSTEM AND BUILDING GROUND.
7.10. Exit room and remove HV gloves. Test cell is now safe to enter.
7.11. On Control Rack, switch Line Power switch to 'Off'. Unplug control rack from wall.
7.12. Unplug all cables running to capacitor bank and store them properly.
7.13. R/NR Disconnect dummy load if applicable, or prepare for another test by starting from the top.
7.13.1. If this is the final test, store test equipment and put everything away. The systems are now
in their storage states.
7.14. Storing the capacitors requires that the grounding strap is connected to earth ground in the test
7
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cell. This has already been completed in the above steps, but SHOULD NOT be disconnected for
system storage.
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Mk. 2 Capacitor Bank Operational Procedure- Projectile Firing
Before the following setup and execution of test, be sure that all hardware is assembled and to set up any
data acquisition equipment required. In the event of off-nominal behavior, skip to the Discharging
Capacitors section (Section 7) and complete all the steps through Post-Testing before rectifying the
problem. If there is no off-nominal activity, proceed through each of the sections in order. When a step or
steps need to be initialized that will be done on the post-testing documentation and on the procedure hard
copy.

Test Personnel Responsibilities
For any given railgun or capacitor bank operation, there must be at least two members of the EMRG
Team present in order to fill the roles of Firing Director and Safety Officer. These two positions are to be
appointed prior to any setup or testing. Below are the roles of each of the personnel.
I.

Firing Director
The Firing Director (FD) is ultimately in charge of the rail gun firing. More specifically, the FD is
responsible for the setup of the rail gun, including but not limited to the aiming, the wiring, the
capacitor bank and anything else that is necessary for the rail gun to fire. In the event that only
two people are present to fire the railgun, the FD is also responsible for data collection. The FD is
responsible for firing the rail gun, so has final say in who gets to fire the system. The FD is also
the leader of the team during firing, so is able to give any directions necessary for the proper
firing of the rail gun as long as these directions do not impose a safety hazard. As part of this, the
FD can assign new positions as needed. The FD is also the only person who can give orders
during a firing besides safety issues. At any point, the FD can call a cease fire.

II.

Safety Officer
The Safety Officer (SO) is responsible for the safety aspect of the firing. This includes but is not
limited to properly announcing an encountered hazard, ensuring all safety equipment (ear and eye
protection) is worn during the firing, and deciding if the rail gun is safe to be worked on. The SO
is also responsible for stopping any firing if a cease fire is called for. The FD and SO must both
agree for the railgun to be fired for it to be possible to fire. The SO must agree with the FD before
allowing anyone to approach the railgun at any point during a firing. At any point, the SO can call
a cease fire.

III.

Data Recorder
If more than two of the railgun team are at a firing, a third position, Data Recorder (DR) is
available. The DR is responsible for connecting the data recording equipment and recording data
during the firing of the railgun. During the firing the DR runs the computer, cameras and other
systems that record data.
NOTE: If only two people are at a firing, the responsibility of the DR is passed to the FD, who
can then delegate responsibilities to the SO as needed. At any point, the DR can call a cease fire.
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IV.

Operations Overseer
Like the DR, the Operations Overseer (OO) is a position that can be filled if more team members
are present at a firing. The OO is responsible for reading the checklist and ensuring it is followed.
The OO is also responsible for making necessary changes to the procedure and noting any
deviations from the firing procedure.
NOTE; If only two people are present the responsibilities of the OO are passed to the FD, who
can delegate to the SO as he or she sees fit. At any point, the OO can call a cease fire.

V.

Other Members
Beyond four people, any additional personnel will be assigned jobs at the discretion of the FD as
needed. Any duty performed by any member of the firing team needs to be approved by the FD
and SO, and in the case of data collection also needs to be approved by the DR, if applicable. At
any point, any member of the firing team can call a cease fire.

VI.

Non-Team Personnel
Any person present to observe the railgun firing is considered a non-team personnel, and must
listen to any directions given by the FD, SO, or OO.

VII.

Required Personnel
Dr. Kira Abercromby or Cody Mac Thompson must be present for testing.
Required Personnel Signature: _______________________________________
NOTE: The FD and SO must brief any non-team personnel on safety hazards and precautions
present during a test. Extra copies of the procedure must be available to be given and reviewed by
these individuals so that they are aware of all necessary steps and precautions taken to maintain
the safety of all personnel.

Present Safety Hazards
Operation of the capacitor bank and railgun presents many safety hazards that all personnel must be aware
of at all times. Given the amount of energy that can be stored and released by the system, failure to meet
safety standards can result in property damage, serious injury, and even death. Be sure to follow all
precautions and procedures in order to ensure the safety of everyone. Below are the potential hazards
present during a railgun or capacitor bank firing:
1. High energy electrical wiring
○ A railgun requires a very large amount of voltage and current in order to fire properly.
This means that when the system is turned on, there is a serious shock hazard. After the
high voltage power supply is plugged in, unless necessary for the procedure, DO NOT
touch any wiring or circuitry. Doing so can cause serious harm to both the system and
yourself. If any exposed wiring or non-shielded circuitry is found within the viewing
area, the FD and SO must stop all testing and address the problem.
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2. High velocity projectiles (Not for dry fire or dummy load testing)
○ The point of the railgun is to fire a projectile at extremely high speeds. This is inherently
dangerous, but if all of the necessary steps are taken, this can be done safely. Always be
aware of nearby personnel, and ensure that railgun has necessary projectile stopping
mechanisms.
3. Electrical grease and other chemicals
○ To ensure proper electrical connections, electrical grease and silver paste are used. These
chemicals are not corrosive or extremely hazardous, but can still cause harm if not
handled correctly. Always makes sure to keep chemicals away from the head, and wear
proper protective clothing when handling any chemicals.
4. Hearing Hazards
○ When fired, the railgun is extremely loud and can damage an unprotected eardrum. All
personnel must have ear protection to be worn during a firing procedure.

1. Pre-Setup Checklist
1.1. Brief all present personnel on duties and safety precautions, including lab manager.
1.2. Place “Intermittent High-Volume Testing” sandwich boards on walkway outside of the
propulsion lab.
1.3. Clear test cell of non-required personnel, any flammable materials, and put up Danger/Caution
tape around exposed output conductors.
1.4. Verify all switches on HV power supply and control rack are in ‘Off’ position, and that the
Charge/Discharge switch is in the ‘Discharge’ position.
1.5. Verify all indicator lights on Control Rack, HV Supply, and Trigger Generator are not
illuminated.
1.6. Verify HV cables are disconnected.
1.7. Record offset for both capacitor bank voltage readouts.
Left Voltage Readout Offset: _______________
Right Voltage Readout Offset: _______________
1.8. Verify data acquisition equipment functionality.
1.9. Verify backstop is full of rubber.
1.10. Secure pieces of paper to sides of backstop as required to secure all rubber inside of backstop.
1.11. Verify HV gloves are free of cracks by holding gloves up to light and looking for light shining
through.
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
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1.12. Before barrel is connected to capacitor bank output terminals, verify barrel is loaded. Once
barrel is connected to the output terminals, an exclusion zone must be enforced directly in front
of muzzle.
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
1.13. Verify that barrel is secured to the output terminals.
2. Initial setup and test of Resistor Bank
2.1. Plug in power cable between capacitor bank and test cell Molex connector.
2.2. Verify earth ground connection to capacitor bank is disconnected.
2.3. Plug in power cable between control rack and Control Room Molex connector.
2.4. Plug Control rack power strip into wall and turn on power strip via switch on the power strip.
2.5. Test operation of resistor fans by switching ‘Line PWR’ switch to the ‘On’ position. This will
turn the fans on, whether resistors are connected to power bank or not.
2.6. Test operation of resistor solenoids by flipping Charge/Discharge switch to ‘Charge’ position.
Resistor solenoids should audibly click upward, disconnecting capacitors from resistor bank.
Flipping switch back to ‘Discharge’ position should audibly click solenoids back down,
connecting capacitors to resistor bank.
2.7. Turn off AC Line PWR.
3. Continued setup and Pressure System- R / NR
3.1. If switch is not to be pressurized, skip this section.
3.2. Ensure that all valves on the Control rack are closed
3.3. Connect PVC tube IN to the IN port on the cap bank, and on the OUT port on the Control rack
3.4. Connect PVC tube OUT to the OUT port on the cap bank, and on the VENT port on the Control
rack
3.5. Connect the compressed air tank regulator to the IN port on the Control rack.
3.6. If this is the initial test, skip down to “Continued setup”
3.6.1. Initial pressure for testing will be 0 psig
3.7. Open valve on compressed air tank, pressurizing the regulator
3.8. Open valve on regulator, pressurizing the Control rack IN valve
3.8.1. Now open the valve that pressurizes the gauge on the control rack
3.8.2. Give the gauge time to level off
3.8.3. Open the valve to pressurize the spark gap switch
3.8.4. Pressurization should be according to manufacturer’s suggested operation curve (below)
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4. Continued setup and HV Power Supply
4.1. Verify Variac on HV Power Supply is turned to 0 volts.
4.2. Verify there are no shorting cables across smoothing capacitors, or any other obstructions within
HV Power Supply.
4.3. Verify there are no objects contacting barrel rails except for capacitor bank output busbars and
data acquisition equipment, and that barrel is not loaded with a projectile.
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
4.4. Noting the + and – cables and inserting them properly, plug HV cables into capacitor bank.
Switching these cables will permanently damage capacitors by reverse voltage.
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
4.5. Verify fiber optic cable is plugged into BNC to fiber box.
4.6. Leave test cell and enter control room. Verify test cell is clear. No one may enter test cell until
testing has been completed.
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
Required Personnel Initials: _______________
4.7. Plug in 120VAC power for HV Supply.
4.8. Turn on line power to HV Supply.

Danger: Shock hazard, energized circuit.
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4.9. Actuate output switch on and off, visually confirming knife switch movement each time.
4.10. Return output switch to ‘Off’ position.
4.11. Plug in the 3-phase power for HV Power Supply.
4.12. Turn breaker to ‘On’ position.
Caution: Capacitors are now capable of charging.
Verify data acquisition, camera, and all other equipment being utilized during test is ready.
5. Charging the Capacitors
5.1. On Control Rack, turn Line Power 'On'.
5.2. Flip Charge/Discharge switch to 'Charge'.
5.3. On the HV Power Supply, switch line power to 'On' and switch output switch to 'On'.
5.4. Arm firing button.
5.5. On Control Rack, turn Trigger Pwr 1 switch “On”.
5.6. All personnel put on ear protection.
5.7. To charge capacitors, slowly ramp up voltage using the Variac. If breaker blows, set Variac to
zero, and return breaker to ‘On’ position. Then ramp voltage up on capacitors more slowly.
5.8. One team member must watch capacitor bank voltage readout during this process and call out
every 500 Volts.
5.9. Continue to slowly increase voltage until target voltage is reached.
Target Voltage: _______________
5.10. Switch output on HV Power Supply to ‘Off’. Visually confirm that knife switch has isolated
supply from the capacitor bank.
5.11. Turn off HV Supply breaker.
5.12. Turn off HV Supply power switch.
5.13. Turn Variac to 0V.
6. Firing Sequence
6.1. Firing Director will count down from 5, and press fire button.
6.2. Flip Control Rack charge/discharge switch to 'Discharge' position.
6.3. Turn off trigger power.
6.4. Confirm visually that capacitors are discharging through resistor bank to 0V.
6.5. Disarm firing button.
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7. Post Testing: Vent Switch, Discharge Capacitors, and Safe the System
7.1. Unplug 3-phase and 120VAC on HV Power Supply.
7.2. If capacitors must be discharged due to off-nominal behavior, switch charge/discharge switch to
“Discharge”. Capacitors will discharge through resistor bank.
7.3. R/NR If switch is pressurized:
7.3.1. on Control Rack, use vent switch to vent air from switch. Flip 'Vent' valve switch open.
This allows compressed air to go through the switch and back out, vented into control room.
7.3.2. While vent valve is open, turn off supply to regulator on air tank.
7.3.3. Turn regulator down to zero pressure.
7.3.4. Turn off main valve to the switch.
7.3.5. Turn off Vent and Set Pressure valves.
7.4. Before entering room:
7.4.1. Put on Lineman HV gloves.
7.4.2. Visually confirm charge voltage on capacitor bank is ~ 0 volts.
7.4.3. Verify REF voltage meter is below 400V. If not, wait for REF voltage to be less than
400V. You may not enter test cell if REF voltage is greater than 400V.
While in test cell:
7.5. Using dump stick, short capacitors to bring their voltage to 0 by touching positive plate inside
capacitor cart. Slight arcing during this operation is SAFE and NORMAL and will not damage
capacitors.
7.6. Attach grounding cable to a 120VAC power plug in test cell to ground system for service and
storage.
7.7. Wait 10 seconds before unplugging grounding cable and return cable to capacitor bank.
If finished with testing or changing setup:
7.8. Disconnect HV cables from capacitor bank panel and place in 5 gal storage bucket.
7.9. Verify BOTH voltage meters are reading 0 VOLTS.
7.9.1. If the REF voltage meter is reading a voltage >200V, tap the dump stick to the frame, that
will force the negative terminal of the capacitors to earth GND.
DO NO ATTEMPT AT VOLTAGE GREATER THAN 500V. DOING SO WILL PERMANENTLY
DAMAGE SYSTEM AND BUILDING GROUND.
7.10. Exit room and remove HV gloves, the test cell is now safe.
7.11. On Control Rack, switch Line Power switch to 'Off'. Unplug control rack from wall.
7.12. Unplug all cables running to capacitor bank and store them properly.
7.13. R/NR Disconnect dummy load if applicable, or prepare for another test by starting from the top.
7.13.1. If this is the final test, store test equipment and put everything away. The systems are now
in their storage states.
7.14. Storing the capacitors requires that the grounding strap is connected to earth ground in the test
cell. This has already been completed in the above steps, but SHOULD NOT be disconnected for
system storage.
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